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REGISTERED ATTENDANCE

Stanley Andrews, T. C. A. Administrator, Route 4, Vienna, Virginia.
J. R ussell Andrus, Education Advisor, Mutual Security Agency,
604 Dartmouth Avenue, Silver Spring, Maryland.
W. Earl Armstrong, Acting Director, Division of Higher Education,
U. S . Office of Education, Washington, D. C.
Lane C. Ash, Point 4 in Education Program, U. S. Office of Education, Washington, D. C.
R. B. Atwood, President, Kentucky State College, Frankfort, Kentucky.
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Office of Education, Washington, D. C.
Lloyd E. Blauch, Chief for Education in the Health Professions,
U. S . Office of Education, Washington, D. C.
J. Percy Bond, Director of Admissions and Placement, Morgan State
College, Baltimore, Maryland.
Simeon Booker, Reporter, Washington Post, Washington, D. C.
A. V. Boswell, Vice President, Tennessee A. & I. State University,
Nashville, Tennessee.
Robert Breunig, Observer, IPS., Department of State, Washington,
D. C.
Royce E. Brewster, Assistant Chief, Occupational Information and
Guidance, U. S. Office of Education, Washington, D. C.
Sherman Briscoe, Information Specialist, U. S. Department of Agriculture, 654 Girard Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Madison Broadnax, Director of Agriculture, West Virginia State
College, Institute, West Virginia.
Herman Brown, Director of Teacher Training and Supervisor of
Demonstration School, State Teachers College, Bowie, Maryland.
Roscoe C. Brown, Chief, Special Programs Branch, Public Health
Service, Federal Security Agency, 3024 Park Place, N. W .,
Washington, D. C.
Miss Catherine W. Bryan, Secretary, 1403 Hamlin Street, N. E.,
Washington, D. C.
T. M. Campbell, Field Agent, U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee Institute, Alabama.
Amos H. Carnegie, Clergyman, 13 R. Street, N. E., Washington, D. C.
Rufus E. Clement, President, Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia.
Beulah I. Coon, Agent for Studies and Research in Home Economics
Education, Home Economics Branch, U . S. Office of Education,
Washington, D. C.
Hubert B. Crouch, Chairman, Graduate School, Tennessee A. & I.
State University, Nashville, Tennessee.
Robert P. Daniel, President, Virginia State College, Petersburg,
Virginia.
Mrs. Robert P. Daniel, Virginia State College, Petersburg, Virginia.
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Walter G. Daniel, Specialist for Higher Education, U. S. Office of
Education, Washington, D. C.
J. H. Daves, Specialist in Negro Education and Relations, Tennessee
Valley Authority, Knoxville, Tennessee.
J ohn W. Davis, President, West Virginia State College, Institute,
West Virginia.
Mrs. John W . Davis, West Virginia State College, Institute, West
Virginia.
T. Edward Davis, Racial Relations Adviser, Housing and Home
Finance Agency, 1326 Girard Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
George C. Decker, Chief, College Housing Loan Program, Educatio nal Advisory Service, Office of Education , Fede ral Security
Agency, Washington, D. C.
J. C. Dixon, Vice President, Southern Education F oundation , 811
Cypress Street, N . E ., Atlanta 5, Georgia.
J . F. Drake, President, Alabama A . & M . College, Normal, Alabama.
Mrs. Alice A . Dunnigan, Newspaper Reporter, 1939 Vermont Avenue, N . W., Washington, D. C.
G. Franklin Edwards, Teacher, H oward University, Washington 1,
D. C.
William N. Elam, Program Planning Specialist, U . S . Office of Edu cation, Washington, D. C.
C. L. Ellison, Director, Department of Agriculture, Fort Valley
State College, Fort Valley, Georgia.
E . C. Elting, Associate Chief, Office of Experiment Stations, U . S .
Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
E . B. Evans, President, Prairie View A . & M. College, Prairie View,
Texas.
James C. Evans, Civilian Assistant, Department of Defense, 3E838
Pentagon Building, Washington, D. C.
L . E . Evans, Director of Agriculture, Alcorn A . & M. College, Alcorn, Mississippi.
Lillian Evanti, Concert, Opera, Television Soprano, 1910 Vermont
Avenue, Washington, D. C.
John W. Fisher, Director of Agriculture, Southern University,
Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
James N. Freeman, Head, Department of Agriculture and Director
of Farms, Lincoln University, Jefferson City, Missouri.
Julius H. Gooden , Biology Teacher, Maryland State Teachers College, Bowie, Maryland.
G eorge W . Gore, Jr., President, Florida A. & M . College, T a llahassee, Florida.
S. D ouglas Greer, Government Employee, U . S. Department of Agri culture, Farmers Home Administration, Washington , D. C.
R. G. Gustavson, Chancellor, University of N ebraska, Lincoln,
Nebraska.
S. A. Haley, Director of Agriculture, A. M. & N . College, Pine Bluff,
Arkansas.
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G. L. Harrison, President, Langston University, Langston, Oklahoma.
Lucius H. Henegan, Information Specialist, U. S. Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
C. Reed Hill, Chief, Liberian Branch, TCA Department of State,
508 Fordham Drive, Alexandria, Virginia.
Alvin H. Hollenberg, Specialist in Agricultural Education, U. S.
Office of Education, Washington, D. C.
E. N. Holmgreen, Director of Food and Agricultural Division, Mutual Security Agency, 806 Connecticut Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Knox T. Hutchinson, Assistant Secretary of Agriculture, Room
219A, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
Martin D. Jenkins, President, Morgan State College, Baltimore,
Maryland.
E. J . Johnson, Program Planning Specialist for Vocational Agriculture, U. S. Office of Education, Washington, D. C.
P. V. Kepner, Assistant Director, Extension Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
James D. Kline, Director, Washington Office of the Institute of
International Education, 1530 P Street, N. W., Washington,
D. C.
R. O'Hara Lanier, President, Texas Southern University, 3200
Wheeler, Houston, Texas.
Louis Lautier, Newspaper reporter, 2007 Fifteenth Street, N. W.,
Washington, D. C.
Ata Lee, Program Specialist, Home Economics Education, Office of
Education, Washington 25, D. C.
J. L. Lockett, Director, School of Agriculture, Virginia. State College, Petersburg, Virginia.
Bertha Lomack, National Council of Negro Women, 1244 Girard
Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
B. T. McGraw, Economist and Deputy Assistant to Administrator,
Housing and Home Finance Agency, 3036 Park Place, N. W.,
Washington 1, D. C.
Nell McKeener, Public Health Education, Public Health Service,
Washington, D. C.
Cornelius R. McLaughlin, Educationalist-Exchange of Teachers
and Professors-U. S. Office of Education, Washington, D. C.
P. J. Manly, Acting Director, Department of Agriculture, Kentucky State College, Frankfort, Kentucky.
Claud C. Marion, Teacher-Trainer in Agriculture, Maryland State
College, Princess Anne, Maryland.
Anna H. Mason, Public Health Research Analyst, 1913 Bunker Hill
Road, N. E., Washington, D. C.
Oscar W. Meier, Director of African Operations, Technical Cooperation Administration, Department of State, Washington, D. C.
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John W. Mitchell, Field Agent, U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Hampton Institute, Hampton, Virginia.
Alonzo G. Moron, President, Hampton Institute, Hampton, Virginia.
Robert Mars, Businessman, 410 First Street, S. E., Washington, D. C.
James M. Nabrit, Jr., Lawyer, Teacher and Administrator, Howard
University, Washington, D. C.
R. E. Naugher, Program Specialist, Southern Region-Agriculture
Education, U. S. Office of Education, Washington, D. C.
Richard Niehoff, Chief of Educational Relations Branch, Tennessee
Valley Authority, Knoxville, Tennessee.
E. M. Norris, Teacher-Trainer of Agriculture, Prairie View A. & M.
College, Prairie View, Texas.
Lawrence A. Oxley, Organization and Methods Examiner, U. S.
Department of Labor, 3017 Sixteenth Street, N. E., Washington 18, D. C.
F. D. Patterson, President, Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee Institute,
Alabama.
W. K. Payne, President, Savannah State College, Savannah, Georgia.
James M. Pope, Reporter, IPS Department of State, 1778 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D. C.
L. A. Potts, Dean of Agriculture, Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee
Institute, Ala.
William E. Reed, Dean, School of Agriculture, A. & T. College of
North Carolina, Greensboro, North Carolina.
Thomas E. Roberson, Health Education Consultant, Public Health
Service, Federal Security Agency, Room 252, Carver Hall,
211 Elm Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Walter M. Scott, Assistant Chief, Bus., Agr. & Ind. Chem., U. S.
Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
Sherman D. Scruggs, President, Lincoln University, Jefferson City,
Missouri.
Mrs. Dorothy G. Shapiro, Training Program Officer, Technical Cooperation Administration, McSharn Bldg., 333 Third Street,
N. W., Room 412, Washington, D. C.
T. R. Solomon, Registrar and Director of Admissions, Prairie View
A. & M. College, Prairie View, Texas.
Frank E. Sorenson, Director of Education and Technical Training,
Department of State, TCA, Washington, D. C.
F. Marcellus Staley, Dean, School of Agriculture, South Carolina
State College, Orangeburg, South Carolina.
Alvin J. Talley, Sales Representative, 1212 Orren Street, N. E .,
Washington, D. C.
Jesse 0. Thomas, Information Specialist, Office of Price Stabilization, 1757 You Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Harry C. Trelogan, Ass't. Adm., Agricultural Research Administration, U. S. Department of Agriculture, 6025 North 18th Street
Arlington, Virginia.
'

Cornelius V. Troup, President, Fort Valley State College, Fort Valley, Georgia.
Robert E. Tumelty, Division of Public Health Education, U. S. Public Health Service, Washington, D. C.
B. C. Turner, President, State A. & M. College, Orangeburg, South
Carolina.
C. E. Walker, Director of Agriculture, Florida A. & M. College,
Tallahassee, Florida.
Harry J. Walker, Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology,
Howard University, Washington, D. C.
R. H. Walker, Office of Foreign Agricultural Relations, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
Una Watson, General Editor, Pioneer Press, International House,
1825 R. Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Clayton E. Whipple, Director, Food, Agriculture and Resources Development, Technical Cooperation Administration, Department
of State, Washington, D. C.
Samuel W. Whiteman, Assistant Regional Sales Manager, R. ManThe Contract Company, 521 Fifth Avenue, Room 2403, New
York, New York.
Theresa Birch Wilkins, Research Assistant, Office of Education,
Federal Security Agency, Washington, D. C.
John L. Wilson, Dean, A. M. & N. College, Pine Bluff, Arkansas.
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COLLEGES AND PRESIDENTS OF THE CONFERENCE

Alabama (Normal) A. & and M. College; President J. F. Drake.
Arkansas (Pine Bluff) A. M . and N. College; President Lawrence A.
Davis.
Delaware (Dover) State College; Acting Executive Dr. M. E.
Thomasson.
Florida (Tallahassee) A. & M. College : President G. W . G ore, Jr.
Georgia (Fort Valley) Fort Valley State College; President C. V.
Troup.
K entucky (Frankfort) State College ; Presid ent R. B. Atwood.
Louisiana (Baton Rouge) Southern University ; President F. G.
Clark.
Maryland (Princess Anne) State College; President J. T. Williams.
Mississippi (Alcorn) Alcorn A. & M. College; President J. R. Otis.
Missouri (Jefferson City) Lincoln University; President S. D .
Scruggs.
North Carolina (Greensboro) A. and T. State College; President F .
D. Bluford.
Oklahoma (Langston) Langston University; President G . L. Harrison.
South Carolina (Orangeburg) State College ; President B. C. Turner.
Tennessee (Nashville) A. & I. State Univer!?ity ; President W. S .
Davis.
Texas (Prairie View) Prairie View A . and M. College ; President
E . B. Evans.
Virginia (Petersburg) State College; President R. P . Daniel.
West Virginia (Institute) State College; President J ohn W . Davis.
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

Atlanta University (Georgia); President R. E. Clement.
Central State College (Wilberforce, Ohio) ; President C. H. Wesley,
Hampton Institute (Virginia); President Alonzo G. Moron .
Howard University (Washington, D. C.) ; President M. W. Johnson.
Savannah State College (Georgia); President W. K. Payne.
Texas Southern University (Houston); President R. O'Hara Lanier.
Tuskegee Institute (Alabama); President F. D . Patterson.
LIFE MEMBER

W. R. Banks, Principal-Emeritus, Prairie View A. and M. College,
Texas.
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CONSULT ANTS

James A . Atkins, Director, Race Relations Division, Federal W orks
Agency
Claude A. Barnett, Special Assistant to the Secretary of Agriculture
Horace Mann B ond, President, Lincoln University, Pennsylvania
Ambrose Caliver, Assistant to the Commissioner, U. S. Office of
Education
J . H. Daves, Specialist in Negro Education, Tennessee Valley Authority
James C. Evans, Adviser to the Secretary of Defense
E. Franklin Frazier, Co-ordinator, Social Studies Project.
Ernest E. Neal, Director, Tennessee Valley Authority Project.
Julius A. Thomas, Director, Department of Industrial R elations,
National Urban League.
Charles H. Thompson, Editor, Journal of Negro Education.
OFFICERS OF THE CONFERENCE
E. B. Evans, Prairie View A. and M. College, Prairie View, Texas,

President.
Rufus E . Clement, Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia, Vice President.
Rufus B . Atwood, Kentucky State College, Frankfort, Kentucky,
Secretary.
Felton G. Clark, Southern University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
Treasurer.
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F. D. Bluford, North Carolina . ............. .. ........... Chairman
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John W. Davis, West Virginia
J . A. Thomas, National Urban
League

Engineering Education

F. D. Bluford, North Carolina ... .. . ... . . ..... .. ......... Chairman
W. S. Davis, Tennessee

E. B. Evans, Texas

Association of Land Grant Colleges and Universities

E. B. Evans, Texas ... .. ......... . . . ...... . ... . ...... . .. Chairman
F. G. Clark, Louisiana
John W . Davis, West Virginia
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R. P. Daniel, Virginia ............. .... ................. Chairman
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G. L. Harrison , Oklahoma

F. D. Patterson, Alabama

Editorial:
F. G. Clark, Louisiana ...... . . . .. .
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Research:
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Harry J . Walker, District of Columbia ....... . . .... . ... . Director
TVA Project

F. D. Bluford, N orth Carolina ... .. ...................... Chairman
J. F. Drake, Alabama
C. V. Troup, Georgia
R. P. Daniel, Virginia

J. R. Otis, Mississippi
R. B. Atwood, Kentucky
W. S. Davis, Tennessee
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MINUTES OF THE
MEETING OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
October 20, 1952- 7:30 P. M.
Carver Hall

The Executive Committee of the Conference of Presidents of
Negro Land Grant Colleges met in the Card R oom of Carver Hall
with the following members present: Presidents John W. Davis,
Chairman, presiding ; R. P. Daniel, R. E. Clement, E. B. Evans,
G. L. Harrison , F. G. Clark, S. D . Scruggs, and R. B. Atwood. Members absent were Presidents L. A. Davis, F. D. Bluford, J . F. Drake,
and G. W. Gore. Persons present with business to come before the
Committee were Dr. Harry J. Walker, Acting Coordinator, Social
Studies Project of the Conference ; Dr. G. Franklin Edwards ; Mr.
Ernest E. Neal, Director of the Land-Grant Colleges-TVA Co' operative Study ; and Mr. J. H. Daves, Specialist in Negro Education and Relations, Tennessee Valley Authority.
The secretary presented the following as the agenda for the
meeting:
Consideration and approval of program being presented at
30th Annual Session.
2. Consideration with Dr. Harry J . Walker, Acting Coordinanator, Social Studies Project, of problems relating to said
Project.
3. Consideration with Mr. Ernest E . Neal, Director, LandGrant Colleges-TVA Cooperative Study, of problems relating to said Study.
4. Consideration of request from Dr. Claud C. Marion,
Teacher-Trainer, Maryland State College, to publish or
assist in publishing certain materials contained in his doctoral thesis (Cornell University) which relate to the Negro
Land Grant Colleges.
5. D iscussion with Mr. Stanley Roberts, Pittsburgh Courier,
of questions of inequalities in distribution of Federal funds
and possible remedies.
6. Any other material presented by the Chairman or members.
1.

Acliuns in reg ard t o items on the A genda:
l. The program for the 30th Annual Sessio n was a pproved
as printed.
President Daniel pointed out that if Dr. W. Earl Armstrong,
Acting Head, D ivision of Higher Education, U . S. Office of Educa-
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tion, attends any of the sessions, he should be invited to speak.
This suggestion met with general approval.
2. Dr. Walker pointed out that the Social Studies Project
and the TV A Project should be considered as one project, as
both deal with the impact of sociological changes. He indicated
that he and his staff were bringing to a close the editing of four
manuscripts which they hope to send to the press within a few
weeks. He stated that a conference of liaison officers was being
planned by him and Mr. Neal for November. He also stated that
he and Mr. Neal have talked with representatives of the Ford
Foundation in regard to financial support for our Project, but he
himself did not hold forth much hope for the success of this request. He invited as many presidents as possible to attend the
November planning conference in Nashville, and stated that he
felt that such attendance would be rewarding.
3. Mr. Neal explained the proposed expansion of the TVA
project to include teacher training. He would continue to serve as
director with the possibility of Mr. Daves as consultant. The continued program would provide for at least two TV A financed conferences of people engaged in education and research.
Mr. Daves commented in general on the types of cooperation
between the Tennessee Valley Authority and educational institutions.
Following the above discussions, it was moved by President
Clement and seconded by President Daniel that the Executive
Committee recommend to the Conference of Presidents of Negro
Land Grant Colleges that the contract between the Conference
and the TVA be extended on the new basis as outlined by Mr.
Neal and as agreed upon by the institutions located in the area of
the Tennessee Valley Authority. Motion passed.
Mr. Neal requested a leave of absence for two months to accept
an appointment that would carry him to India. This request was
granted unanimously.
4. No action was taken in regard to item four because of the
absence of Dr. Claud C. Marion.
5. No action was taken on item five because of the absence
of Mr. Stanley Roberts.
6. Under item six President Daniel proposed an audio-visual
leadership training conference at Virginia State College for selected personnel of the member schools of the Conference of Presidents of Negro Land Grant Colleges and of other selected institutions. It is proposed that the Conference will be held in the audiovisual center at Virginia State College in the fall of 1953, the
dates to concur with the dedication and opening ceremonies of the
new and modern audio-visual center now under construction at
Virginia State College. The Motion Picture Association of America, Inc., Washington, D. C., through its affiliate, Teaching Film
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Custodian, Inc. , will pay the total cost of the conference which
will include travel to and from Virginia State College for the
selected conference participants.
This request as presented by President Daniel is that the Conference of Presidents of Negro Land Grant Colleges serve along
with his institution as the sponsoring organization.
The Executive Committee voted unanimously to recommend
to the Conference that President Daniel's proposal be accepted.
The Committee further recommended that the following two persons be appointed to work with President Daniel on this matter
in whatever ways President Daniel indicates are desirable: Conference Secretary R. B. Atwood and Conference President R. E.
Clement. For further details relative to this Conference, see pages
fi5-58.

President Daniel pointed out the necessity that the Division
of Higher Education of the United States Office of Education be
provided with more information about the annual meetings of our
Conference. He indicated that many requests were arriving at
the several offices of the Division of Higher Education for information concerning the Conference sessions. The secretary pledged
that he would work on this matter and handle it in a satisfactory
way so that it would be more properly cared for in another year.
The Committee next discussed the question of writing a history of the Conference of Presidents of Negro Land Grant Colleges.
It was the general feeling that such a history should be written.
It was moved by President Clement and seconded by President
Harrison that the Executive Committee recommend to the Conference that a Committee on this matter be appointed, the said
job of this committee would be to report to the Conference next
year on plans, ways, and means for writing a history of the Conference of Presidents: of Negro Land Grant Colleges.
The Executive Committee adjourned.
Note: In the business session on Thursday, October 23, Conference Secretary Atwood reported the aforementioned actions of
the Executive Committee. The Conference adopted the entire report. See page 26.

e
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C'onrt•rt>ru·•· 1,rt>i,,iclent t;. H. f ~n.111i-., left. und C'onfrre,u.-e St•t·rt•tnr.v H. n .
. \twoocl. right. c_•o11grat11late ,\s Hi1"th111t :-i<"<'retnr.,· of .\grit•ul111rc_• Knox 'I'.
llnt<•hln,-.on on tht- 1uldr(•,..,-. wflh·h he clt-lh'f>rf"d ut th(• :~0th Annunl fi;psio.ion.
(M' f' IUIJ.t'('W 5!J-66. )

( ' onft•rt•nt·t· i>rt.,,,iclt•nf 1,;vu n:-., t·t•nft•r. di-.t•11:-,M'"' with thi ... gro11J) fht• J)rogrnm
for Clw 01u-11i11g M':o,Nion on 'l'ut•Mla~· mor11i111,: . O•·folH'r i!I. .\t thi'"' sei-.'"'ion Hr .
IC . ~olomon. lt•rt. •lt•lh·••rt·tl a11 uddr•''"''"' on "P11r1>0M• a11tl Fundion or Uu·
l.and-(;rant Collt'J.:'t'' 1 (M't> 1u1gt•i,. KH-IOI): l'residt•nt :,,;. I>. ~-i<-rugg,.., .\li'"'l'iOllri.
~..-,·o rHI irom It-ft. le•I and eonclu<'fecl Urn di s c•ui-i Hion: Dr. \\' ultf'r ( i. Daniel , U . :,,;.
Offit·e of ft; dut'ution, seeond from right , i,.1,oke on "Pinn for ('001>ernttve lntcr«'OlleJ{iafe TestinJ{'' (Hee 1•nges 22-23); Ur. E . .\I. Norris, right, !-IJ)Okr 011 "Pres(•ntation of n, l'ieture of the .Job Now Hring Curriecl on b.·v Lund Grunt C oll cgt!fi
ror Ne.Kroe,;'' (sc•t- J)Uges k0-K8 ).
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CONFERENCE MINUTES
Tue sday , October 21, 1952
Morning S e ssion

The Conference of Presidents of Negro Land Grant Colleges
opened at 10:00 a. m. with Conference President E. B. Evans, Texas,
presiding. Prayer was offered by President John W. Davis, West
Virginia. President Evans introduced Dr. W. Earl Armstrong,
Acting Head, Division of Higher Education, U. S. Office of Education, who brought greetings from the Office of Education.
Dr. Armstrong pointed out that there was no educational movement in the United States that has had the same or equivalent
effect as the land-grant college movement. He indicated that
higher education in the United States is distinctive in that it is
concerned with problems of the people. In other countries higher
education is directed toward making persons distinctive. It is his
opinion that the land-grant college movement has contributed to
the situation as it exists in America; the land grant college has rendered a great service in its effect on the whole program of higher
education. He mentioned the vocational educational movement at
the secondary school level. He described the organization of the
Division of Higher Education and some of the studies now being
undertaken. He indicated his pleasure and that of the U. S. Office
of Education in the Conference holding its sessions here.
Conference President Evans next made the following introductory address:
Fellow Presidents, Associates and Other Representatives:
I am happy to greet each one of you this morning. You have
come from very exacting activities on your respective campuses
to this most promising conference. You have come with abundant
good health of mind and body. Cheerful or pensive, you are here
for a serious purpose. Thal: purpose is l:o examine l:he Land-Grant
College program in l:erms of prese nt-day needs.

As you know, the leading object of our several institutions is
and shall be, as the Morrill Act puts it, "without excluding other
scientific and classical studies, and including military tactics, to
teach such branches of learning as are related to agriculture and
mechanical arts .... in order to promote the liberal and practical
education of the industrial classes in the several pursuits and professions in life."
We arc here to cngag in ·elf-study, self-analys is, self-evalua tion and, to some extent, self-improve ment or seH-r e gcncration.
The continuing ideological struggle, with its mounting ten sions, its growing demands for highly trained personnel in all the
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technical fields, its exaggerated demand for defense and war materials of the latest models, and its disturbing effects on enrollment
and curricular patterns, is making self-study and self-appraisal imperative. We made a beginning two years ago when we explored
the theme "The Negro Land Grant College .... In Retrospect ....
In Prospect."
The extent to which we have been able to strengthen essential departments, and to secure adequate personnel, library facilities, buildings, supplies and materials has been one of the measures
whereby we have assessed the service and the educational potential of our schools. The other measuring devices have been (1)
our administrative and academic competence or efficiency; (2) the
spirit and philosophy and educational principles with which we
have tried to develop the inherent potentialities in each student;
and (3) the success we have had in inculcating a sense of social
responsibility along with specialized and generalized knowledge
and skills.
If we have administered without confusion, if our teachers
have taught with honesty and high purpose, if our students have
studied with dire diligence and decorum, and if our state officials
have provided adequately the educational resources and funds,
we still must determine whether the program is and promises to
be adequate for times like these and for the acute needs of the
continuing present.
Three capable scholars and administrators have done much
spade-work to provide us with the problems we are here to analyze.
Dr. Thomas R. Solomon, Director of Admissions and head of the
Department of Political Science of Prairie View Agricultural and
Mechanical College, will explore the background of the landgrant college acts, set forth the provisions of these measures, and
describe the functions imposed by laws and customs upon our
several land-grant colleges and associate state institutions. Dr. E.
M. Norris, Head of the Department of Agricultural Education and
Itinerant Teacher-Trainer of Prairie View Agricultural and Mechanical College, will describe what our land-grant colleges are doing
to carry out the various legislative, executive and educational
mandates. Dr. Felton G. Clark, President of Southern University,
a capable, conscientious and progressive administrator and an
acknowledged educator, will assess these two masses of educational data to show what our land-grant colleges are doing and
should be doing to meet the present-day needs of students, constituents and larger communities.
As we listen to these factual presentations objectively,
let us weigh the facts; let us try to evaluate the elements
that comprise the total teaching-learning situation. Let us try to
discover the effects each element has had on the learning and doing
potential of each student, upon his character, his outlook on life,
and upon his conduct and personality.
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Finally, let us question the speakers and each other until we
ferret out the last gold nugget of truth. Oh, yes, there are many
imponderables involved. There are many controversial and unsettled issues. But let us find the clear-cut trends which the facts
and figures disclose. Let us then weigh them ~arnestly and honestly as stewards who must give full accounting to our Maker
for our role. And let us reach decisions as educational statesmen
that may help us, our several faculties and key citizens reorganize
and reconstruct the philosophies and practices in our colleges.
Let us prepare anew to use the educational facilities of our
states to develop their most priceless resources-their sons and
daughters-into men and women of training, character and service."
Following his address, President Evans introduced Dr. T. R.
Solomon, Registrar and Director of Admissions, Prairie View A.
& M . College, who spoke on the subject "Purpose and Function of
the Land Grant College." For Dr. Solomon's address, see pages
89-104.
Following the address by Dr. Solomon, President Evans introduced Dr. E. M. Norris, Head of the Department of Agricultural
Education and Itinerant Teacher-Trainer, Prairie View A. & M.
College, who spoke on the subject "Presentation of a Picture of
the J ob Now Being Carried on by Land Grant Colleges for
Negroes." Dr. Norris' speech is printed on pages 80-88.
Dr. Evans introduced Dr. Walter G. Daniel, Specialist for
Higher Education, U. S. Office of Education, who brought to the
Conference information concerning a plan for cooperative intercollegiate testing. Dr. Daniel had attended on October 4 and 5
a meeting in Nashville, Tennessee, to which Fisk University was
host. Present for this meeting were representatives of eight private colleges, the Educational Testing Service, the College Entrance Examination Board, the National Scholarship and Service
Fund, and the Office of Education. As a result of the meeting,
there was developed a proposal for a cooperative intercollegiate
testing of high school students. Most of the colleges are interested,
particularly, in finding a means by which they may select students
for scholarships in an economical way that will avoid some of the
competition, waste, and annoyances which exist under the present
circumstances. It was thought that some of the State-supported
institutions might also be interested in the idea of a cooperative
testing program even though the needs with regard to scholarship
awards and admissions might be somewhat different.
Initially, the cost would be assumed by the institutions involved at an estimated rate of $1.50 for each student taking the
test. A plan would be developed for determining the amount
which each institution would pay for the students it referred to
the Educational Testing Service. The institutional representatives
present felt that they would probably recommend at least 3,000
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candidates. The total cost for this group would be about $4,500
which would be divided among the participating colleges. Some
persons were optimistic enough to hope that a plan could be
inaugurated by giving the first cooperative examination in March
1953.
Dr. Daniel stated that he would be happy to cooperate in any
way possible if the Conference of Presidents of Negro Land Grant
Colleges is interested. He provided the Conference with the tentative draft developed and used at the Nashville meeting with regard to the choice of testing centers and procedure for test administration. This draft is included in these proceedings on pages
54-55.
The discussion following the morning session was led and
conducted by President S. D. Scruggs, Missouri.
Following the discussion the Conference received the reports
of the Conference Secretary and Conference Treasurer. Both reports were referred to the Auditing Committee. See pages 28-33
and 34 for said reports.
President Evans appointed President G. L. Harrison, Oklahoma, as Chairman of Committee on Nominations. There were
announcements, introduction of guests and taking of pictures by
the Conference photographer.
Afternoon Session
The afternoon session was called to order by Conference President Evans who introduced President B. C. Turner, South Carolina, as the presiding officer for this session. President Turner
introduced President F. G. Clark, Louisiana, who delivered an
address on the subject "What are the Land Grant Colleges for
Negroes Doing to Fabricate a Program to Meet the Present-day
Needs?" President Clark's address will be found on pages 67-78.
Discussion was led by Dr. James M . Nabrit, Secretary and Professor of Law, Howard University. Following this discussion, reports· were made on the Social Studies Project by Dr. Harry J.
Walker, Acting Coordinator; and on the Land Grant Colleges-TV A
Cooperative Study by Mr. Ernest E. Neal, Project Director. These
reports are included in these proceedings on pages 49-52 and 37-48
respectively.
After President Turner finished his program he turned the
meeting back over to President Evans, and President Evans added
to the Resolutions Committee President W. K. Payne, Georgia,
and President C. V. Troup, Georgia.
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Wednesday, October 22. 1952
Morning Session

The session opened at 9:30 a. m. with Conference Vice President Clement, Geqrgia, presiding. President Clement introduced
Assistant Secretary of Agriculture Knox T. Hutchinson who spoke
on the subject "Toward Greater Farm Progress." Mr. Hutchinson's
address is printed on pages 59-66.
Following the above mentioned address a symposium was cond u cted on "Services and Resources Available to Land Grant Colleges." R epresen tatives on this symposium were as follows: Dr.
R. H . W alker, Assistant Director, Office of Foreign Agricultural
R elations; Mr . E . N. Holmgreen, Director of Food and Agricultural
Division, Mut u al Security Agency; Mr. Clayton E. Whipple, Direct or, F ood, Agricu lture and Resources Development Staff, Technical
Coop eration Adm inistration, Department of State; Dr. Ralph Bedell,
Acting Director, Technical Assistance in Education Branch, Division of International Edu cation ; Major General Hugh M. Milton
II, E xecutive for Reserve and ROTC affairs, Department of the
Army, representing the Office of Defense.
Afternoon Session

During t h e afternoon the Conference visited the U. S. Department of Agriculture Experiment Station at Beltsville, Maryland,
under the following schedule:
Roy C. J ones, Tour Leader
12:30

Leave Federal Security Building, 4th and Independence Avenue, S. W. , Washington, D. C., by chartered
bus.

1:15-1:45

Lunch at Bureau of Plant
Reese.

Industry

Cafeteria-Mrs.

1:45-2:30

Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering-Plant Industry Auditorium-J. H. Martin,
R epresentative.
R esearch Work in Plants, Soils and Agricultural Engineering-Location and kind of work in U. S.
Tour of Greenhouses-Experimental Investigations.

2:40-3:20

B ureau of Animal Industry- V. L. Simmons, Representative.
New Typ es of Hogs for American Farms-Swine Barn
Breedin g hogs to meet consumer demands, earlier mat urity and with less feed.
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Research Work with Poultry-Poultry Plant-How new
research assists in helping the farmer.
3:30-4:20

Bureau of Dairy Industry-T. W . Moseley, Representative.
Research to increase milk production-Breeding for
butter fat.
Cross-bred dairy cattle-a quick method of securing
high production.
Dairy cattle for warm climates-Built in air conditioners for developing heat tolerance and continued production in the South.

4:30

Leave Beltsville for Carver Hall, Washington, D . C.
Dinner Session
6:30 P. M.

Members of the Conference were guests of President Mordecai
Johnson and Administrative Staff of Howard University at a dinner in the Faculty Dining Room, Baldwin Hall. A delightful meal
and good program were enjoyed by all.
Thursday, October 23, 1952
Morning Session

This session opened at 9:30 a. m. with President Alonzo G.
Moron, Virginia, presiding. The general subject of this session was
"Some Examples of Cooperation with Various Agencies." Participating on this program were the following:
Chancellor R. G.
Gustavson, University of Nebraska, and Chairman, Committee of
the Land-Grant Colleges and Universities on Relations with the
Negro Land Grant Colleges, representing other institutions of
higher learning; Assistant Surgeon General J . 0. Dean, U. S. Public Health Service; Mr. Richard Niehoff, Chief of Education Relations Branch of the Tennessee Valley Authority; Mr. George C.
Decker, Chief, Educational Advisory Service, College Housing
Loan Program of the Federal Security Agency; Dr. Howard R.
Tolley, Consultant, Ford Foundation; Mr. J. C. Dixon, Vice President, Southern Education Foundation; Dr. Harry C. Kelly, Assistant Director, Scientific Personnel and Education, National
Science Foundation; Mr. Cornelius R. McLaughlin, Fullbright Program; and Mr. James D. Kline, Director, Washington Office of the
Institute of International Education. Discussion following this
program was led and directed by President C. V. Troup, Georgia.
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Following this session there were introduction of guests and a business session.
The report of the Committee on Audit was made by President
B. C. Turner, South Carolina; report was adopted. See page 35.
A report of the Committee on Resolutions was made by President C. V. Troup; report was adopted. See page 36.
A report of the Executive Committee was made by Secretary
R. B. Atwood; report was adopted. See pages 16- 18.
A report of the Committee on Nominations was made by President G. L. Harrison, Oklahoma; report was adopted. See page 35.
The officers for the ensuing year were installed with the installation address being made by President S. D. Scruggs, Missouri.
Conference adjourned.
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The ubove grou1> uttended the 30th Annual Sess ion of the Conference. Left
to right: Jeisse 0. 'l'hornus, J11forn1ution Speciullst, Off'ice or Price Stnbillza:Ltion:
,J. J-1. lla., reJo>, · ,,eciull st In Negro Education und Uelution s, Tennessee \'alley
.\uthority ; R. B. Atwood , President, Kentucky ' tate College, and Conference
Secr etary ; nod Lawren ce A. Oxley, Orgunizution nnd Jlethods Exu..,niner, C. S .
Uepurtnumt or Labor.

nivt•rsit.v, and C o11h•r1•nf"e 'l'rt>u..-. urt•r. ,:oc_-s over hii, report wU h , l~ft to right: \\' . Ii. Pn_y,w, l'rei,;id(•nf-, Sun111nuh
:-,;,tnte Colh•,:e; Ur . . \ . , ·. Uoswt•II, \'ice !'resid e nt, •:rt•nru~sst•t• A . &, J . :--itate L' nl\'t•rsity; un(I ,J. J•'. Drukfl', Prt"sidt>nt,
('lark wus ,·o,nmended for hit-1 revort.

.\lnhum11, .\ . &
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Conference of Presidents of Negro Land Grant Colleges
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND DISBURSEMENTS
July I, 1951 -June 30, 1952

Income Bal. Bro't Forward from
Last Year .. .. .. .... . ... . ...... .

$1,411.23

Income Received From:

Conference Dues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tennessee Valley Authority
For Cooperative Study:
Salaries . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . ............ $7,118.46
Travel and Maintenance. . . . . . . . .
581.38
Supplies and Misc. Expense . . . . . .
303.42
Re-imbursement from over-paid
travel . .. . .. . . ..... .. .. . ... .
10.06

$3,005 .00

8,013.32

Total Income Received ... ... . . . . . .

$11 ,018.32

Total Income Available for
Expenditure . . .... . .. . . .... . .. .

$12,429.55

Disbursements Made For:

Tennessee Valley Authority
Cooperative Study . ... . ... . . . .
Social Studies Project. ... .. .... .
Travel Expenses of Special
Committees:
Transportation . . . .. . ....... . .
Meals, Lodging and Othe r .... .
Postage, Gifts and Communicatio n
Publicity . . . ... .. . . ... .. . . . . . . .
Printing . . . ... . .... .. ..... . .. .
Special Services .. .. ... . .... . .. .

$8,013.32
2,000.00

$214.81
79.67

$294.48
122.86
188.28
474.97
246.97

Total Disbursements Made ........ .

$11 ,340.88

Total Funds available for Expenditure 7-1-52 .... . ............... .

$1 ,088.67

Conference of Presidents of Negro Land Grani Colleges
ANALYSIS OF INCOME BY MONTH AND FUNCTION
July 1, 1951 io June 30, 1952

~

(0

July 1951 ....
August 1951 .
Sept. 1951 .. .
Oct. 1951 ....
Nov. 1951 ... .
Dec. 1951. .. .
Jan. 1952 .... ·
Feb. 1952 ... .
March 1952 . .
April 1952 . ..
May 1952 ....
June 1952 ....

Totals .. ·

Tota l
Received

Transmittnl
Numbers

~I on th

I

1 to
9 to
15 to
18 to
22 to

25 to
-

8
14

17
21
24
26

27
28
29 to 30
31 to 33

I

Co nfC' rPnc•p
J)11(',;

$1 ,716.66
1,135.06
978.33
1,506.75
935.40
. . . . . .. .
1,178.62
. .. . . . . .
516.77
634.13
597.29
1,819 .31

$1,000.00
1,125.00
370.00
260.00
250.00

$11,~18.321

$3,005.001

........

... .....
. .. .. ...
........
. .......
..... . ..
........

I-

I

ln co m.c> Rc•cclrecJ Fro m 'l'\.A
- - - - -·- - - - - .\ll scclla neo 11 s
.
\
'l'l'!C\'Cl nnd
J•:xpensc
Su lar ,C' 8
~laintc nance .
_;....

$ 608.33

. ... .. ..

608.33
1,101.66
541.33

*$107.52

. .. .. . ..

. . . .. ...

142.52
118.04

........
1,053.66
....... .
514.83

. .......

592 .83
489.83
1,607.66

41.30
38.28
78.22

$7,118.461

55.50
. .... . . .

. .......

$581.38

$

.81

........
. .. . . . . .

2.57
26.03
. .... .. .
69.46
.. . . . . . .
1.94

. . . .....

69.18
133.43

$303.421

o,·erpnrmrnt

__

on T ra vr~ J

--·
........
$10.06

... . .. . .
. .... . ..

.. . . ....
. .... . ..
. ...... .
. .. .. . ' .
... . ....
. . . ... . .

. .... . . .
. .......
$10.06

•tn .Tu ly 1051, the secreta r y requisitioned from t he 'l'cuncsscc Valley Auth ority, f or traYel nnrl maintenan ce, $117.5,Q. 1' hr trnvPI
requ estetl wns nt the rnte of 6 cents per mile, but this was in cxct'SH or the milea ge rate allowed unrl er 'J.'\"A regu lations which is
on a graduated sca le. 'J.'hereCore. TVA r efigured the mllruge, arrived nt a dill'errncc of $10.00, a nd r!'mitted pn~•ment or th(' requi s ition less this a mo unt. 'rhe $10.06 wns recovered from TuRkegec In s ti t ute in Angu rit l!l51.

Conference of Presidents of Negro Land Grant Colleges

SCHEDULE OF PAID MEMBERSHIPS
July 1, 1951 to June 30, 1952
'J'rnn ~1aittal
Nam (" of Jn stituti o n

N11111hf"r

1
Atlanta University ... .. .... . .. . .
2
Savannah State College .. .. .. . . .
3
Tuskegee Institute ..... . ... . .. . .
4
Southern University . ... . .. . . . . .
5
Virginia State College ...... . .. . .
7
Langston University . . .... .. ... .
8
S. C. State A. & M. College ... . .. .
8
Alabama A. & M. College .. . .... .
9
Florida A. & M. College .. . . . . . . .
Kentucky State College .. .. .. ... . 10
Fort Valley State College . . .... . . 11
Hampton Institute .. . .. .. . . . .. . . 11
Lincoln University ... . .. . .. . .. . 11
Tennessee A. & I. State University . . .... . .. .. ... . .... . .... . 11
Texas Southern University .. . .. . 12
N. C. A. & T. College . . . .. . ... . . . 13
Maryland State College ....... .. . 14
Central State College ... ... . ... . . 15
Alcorn A. & M. College .. . . . .... . 17
West Virginia State College .. ... . 17 t o 21
Arkansas A. M. & N. College ... . . 19
Howard University ... . .. ... .. . . 21
Delaware State College . ........ . 22
Prairie View A . & M. College .. . . 24

Am o unt

$125.00
125.00
125.00
125.00
125.00
125.00
125.00
125.00
125.00
125.00
125.00
125.00
125.00
125.00
125.00
125.00
125.00
125.00
125.00
130.00•
125.00
125.00
125.00
125.00

Total Paid Membership Dues ...... .... . .. ... .. .. . $3 ,005.00

*W C'st Virgiuia Stal e l'ullege pulll $;;.oo lmlan ce o n 1050-:il du C'3 In ncldltl o n
to curr C'nt m embe rship du es.
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Conference of Presidents of Negro Land Grant Colleges
SCHEDULE OF TVA REQUISITIONS AND RE-IMBURSEMENTS
July 1, 1951 to June 30, 1952

H Pintblll':O:P lll l 1 llt

TL\. \·o udH•r

l'tjri od

~umb Pr

I :Re<1ui:,.:ii.i11
Amn1111t11 t•tl I
-Si 726.721

.\mo un t
lt r ('ri,·c<I

June 1-30. 1951

52-9047

Aug. 1-31 , 1951
July 1-31 , 1951
Sept. 1-30, 1951
Oct. 1-31, 1951
Dec. 1-31 , 1951
Nov. 1-30, 1951

52-33935
52-39029
52-47410
52-62749
52-91354
52-86241

608.33
752.05
494.70
685.40
584.91
675.71

608.33
752.05
494.70
685.40
584.91
593.71

Jan . 1-31, 1952

52-108377

525.67

516.77

Feb. 1-29, 1952
Feb. 1-29, 1952

52~132146
52-144408

705.71 1

634.13
69.18

March 1-31, 1952
March 1-31, 1952
April 1-30, 1952

52-140600
52-15879
52-163250

551.001

May 1-31 , 1952
June 1-30, 1952

52-166888

1,159.76

$ 716.66

528.11
22.89
837.77

958.65 \
969.70 - - 958.6~!

Total Amount Requisitioned from TVA

$9,398.31 1

Total Payments Received from TV A

$8,003.26

Total Difference Unpaid by TVA
Total amount satisfactorily adjusted

$1,395.05
103.36

Total amount receivable from TV A

$1,291.69

$8,003.26

How IJitTrn.. rH•f-

I lill'Pl'Cll(:e

Was .\ rljustrd

($10.06)! Paid by E. E . Neal (Overpaid transportation)

(82.00)1 Paid by Soc. Studies Project
(8.90) Not pd. by TV A to avoid
over spending of Supplies budget
(2.40) 1 Requisition included discount on Supplies-TVA
refused payment
321.99 I Unpaid transportation by
TV A pending additional
information
969.70 I Unpaid by TVA at time of
audit
$1,291.69

I Total

vouchers receivable
from TVA
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ANALYSIS OF DISBURSEMENT BY MONTH AND FUNCTION
July L 195 1 io June 30, 1952

Ql'(lf l'

~l onrlt

w

t--0

July, 1951
Aug., 1951
Sep., 1951
Oct., 1951
Nov., 1951
Dec., 1951
Jan., 1952
Feb., 1952
Mar., 1952
Apr., 1952
May, 1952
June, 1952

X111nbe r

... ...
......
......
. . . .. .
......
......
......
......
......
.. . ...
......
... ...

Total . . .... ·

Total
Am oun t
Paid

'J'VA
Stucl,r

>iQCia I
Rtudic-~

1 $ 726.72 $ 726.72 . .....
. . . . . . . . . .... . . .... .
......
1,360.38 1,360.38
2-3
494.70 $2,000.00
3,409.84
4-6
843.90
685.40 . ' .. ..
7-9
10
6.42 . . . . . . .. ....
1,178.62 1,178.62 . .....
11-12
13-14
28.86 . . . . . . ......
15
516.77
516.77 . .....
16
634.13
634.13 ......
17-18
597.29
597.29
.....
2,037.95 1,819.31 . . . . . .
19-22

I .-.... ·I

.

Tnn·el l•Jxpr n~e of
j
~prcia l Co mml ttc-es P ostng-e,
- Gifts an d
..
,,.
,
M c-n (~- Communi- , l'11hl1 c1t,r
11 nu~poi - L oc1 ~ 1ng
cnt lon
tnt ,on
& Othe r ,

I

.. . ..
' .. .

. . . .. .

$139.53
75.28
. .....
. . ' ...
. . ' ...

$73.42
6.25
. .....
. .. ' ..
. ... ..
. .....
. . ....
. ... . .

.

..

. .

. .....

. .....

. . . .. .
. .... .

.. . .

. .... .

,ipcri 11 I

Se n ·irr~

. .....
. .....

. .....
. .. ...

. ... ..

. .....

. .....
. .. .. .

$20.94
. .. ...
6.42

$188.28
. .. .. .
. . . .. .

$462.97

$ 30.00

1.86

. .....

. . ....

. .. ...
. .. ...

93.64

- - - - -

$11,340.881$8,013.321$2,000.0~I ~14.81 1

Priutiu g-

. .... .

. .... .
. .. ...
. . ....

. ... . .

. . . . ..

76 .97
.....
. .....
15.00
. ... ..
. ... ..

. . ....

125.00

...... 1

. .....
12.00
. . ....
. . . .. .

.

. .....

--

$79.671 $1-;2~~1 -; ; ; ~ $474.9-; l

$246.97
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For detai l s of F.xpC'n sc Items Se<' scbeclules on followi11,: 1111g-~s.

Detail Schedule of Transportation, Me als, Lodging
and Other Travel Expenses
Amount

R. B. Atwood-29th Annual Session of Land Grant
Conference . . ........ . .. . . .. ..... .
Horace Mann Bond-29th Annual Session of Land
Grant Conference ............... . . .
John W . Davis-Philadelphia Meeting ... . ............. .
Julius A. Thomas-29th Annual Session of Land
Grant Conference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
J. F. Drake-White House Conference... . .. . ...........

$124.20
12.58
76.17
21.93
59.60

------

TOT AL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$294.48

Detail Sche dule of Postage, G i.fis and Communication

R. B. Atwood-Gift and Card for Dr. Caliver . ... ...... . .
C. V. Troup-Telephone and Telegrams ............... .
James R. O'Rourke-Book Gift for Dr. A.G. Moron .... .
E. B . Evans-Postage . . .. . ... . ... .. ......... . ......... .
R. B. Atwood-Postage, Telephone and Telegrams
for 7-1-51 to 6-30-52 ............. . . . .
TOTAL . ............................ . ...... .

$

5.50
15.44
6.42
1.86
93.64

$122.86

Detail Schedule of Publicity and Printing

Moss H. Kendrix- Publicity Coverage for 29th Annual Land Grant Conference ..... . .. .
Roberts Printing Company, Frankfort, KentuckyProceedings for 28th Session
Programs for 29th Session .... . ..... .
Judd's Stationery Store, Frankfort, Kentucky-Envelopes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$188.28
462.97
12.00

-----TOT AL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$663.25
Detai l Schedule of Special Service

William T. Simmons-Auditing of Records of Conference Secretary .... ... .. ...... . ..
Anita M. Fields-Proof-reading Service for 1950
Proceedings . . ..... .. ....... . .. . ..
F. G. Clark-Clerical, Auditing and Other Expenses of Conference Treasurer .....
William T. Simmons- Secretarial Services to Con ference Secretary ......... .. .......
Ezra L. Henderson-Clerical Service to Conference
President .........................

.

$ 20.00

.

10.00

.

76.97

.

125.00

.

15.00
$246.97

TOTAL .
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Conferenc1: of Presidents of Negro Land Grant Colleges
BUDGET ARY ST A TEMENT OF TV A COOPERATIVE STUDY
PROJECT
February 195 1 to June 30, 1952
Total Funds Budgeted for TV A
Cooperative Study -February, 1951 . .............. .
$17,000.00
D isbursements:

$2,103.92
8,003.26

July 1, 1950-June 30, 1951 .......... .
July 1, 1951-June 30, 1952 ......... .
Total Disbursements to 6-30-52 .. .

10,107.18

Balance in Budget 7-1-52 ......... .

$ 6.892.82

TREASURER'S REPORT
Conference of Presidents of Negro Land Grant Colleges
July 1, 1951 Thro u gh June 30, 1952
Receipts
T \ .. \ ~t 11d .\'

l 1 r0Jp<•I

Cash Balance June 30,
1951 . .. ...... .. .... .
TVA Study Project ..... .
Membership Dues . . ... .
Total Receipts and Beginning Balance--All
Funds . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Ont• :,,;
f;t•11.

&

.\ dml11.

~n (•. !-,:,t·i.

P1·0J P<·t

Total

$1,411.23
$8,013.32
3,005.00

$8,013.32

$4,416.23

l 2,429.55

D isburs e men ts

Total TV A Study Project
Total Gen . Administration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total Social Sci. Project.
Total Expenditures . . . . .
Cash Balances, June 30,
1952 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total Expenditures and
Balances All Funds. . .

$8,013.32
........
........
........

$8,013.32

$1,327.56
. ...... .
. . . .... .

$2,000.00

3,088.67

2,000.00

$4,416.23

$11,340.88
1,088.67

0 $12,429.55

ATWOOD -FOSTER FUND
Reconciliation Bank Account
Louisiana N a tional B a nk
June 30, 1952

Balance in Bank, June 30, 1949 .. ... ... ................ .
Deposited Since June 30, 1949 ......................... .

$272.42
250.00

Bank Balance, June 30, 1952 .. . ......... . ..... . ... .

$522.42
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON AUDIT

After due examination of the reports of the Secretary and
Treasurer for the period July 1, 1951 to June 30, 1952, the Auditing
Committee is pleased to report complete reconciliation in these
reports, as to receipts, disbursements and balance available as of
the end of the fiscal year. Your Committee further desires to extend commendation to these officials for the clear, convenient and
comprehensive form in which these reports were made.
J . F. DRAKE, Chairman
E. B. EVANS
B. C.TURNER

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON NOMINATIONS

The Committee on Nominations of the Conference of Presidents
of Negro Land Grant Colleges submits the following nominations
for your consideration and action:
President ..... . ........ . .......... . ....... R. E. Clement, Atlanta
University, Atlanta, Georgia
Vice President ........ . .. . .. . .... . ....... . .. R. P. Daniel, Virginia
State College, Petersburg, Virginia
Secretary . . ............................ . R. B. Atwood, Kentucky
State College, Frankfort, Kentucky
Assistant Secretary .. . ..... . ... . .. . ....... C. V. Troup, Fort Valley
State College, Fort Valley, Georgia
Treasurer ........ . .......... . .............. F. G. Clark, Southern
University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Execu:tive Commi:t:tee

Chairman ......... . ........................ F . D. Bluford, A. & T .
College, Greensboro, North Carolina
G. L. Harrison, Oklahoma (1953) .. ........... President- Ex- officio
L. A. Davis, Arkansas (1953) ...... . ..... Vice President-Ex-officio
S. D. Scruggs, Missouri (1953) . . .............. Secretary- Ex- officio
J. F. Drake, Alabama (1954) ................. Treasurer- Ex-officio
E. B. Evans, Texas (1954)
G. W. Gore, Jr., Florida (1954)
C. V. Troup, Georgia (1954)
Respectfully submitted,
G. L. HARRISON, Chairman
J. F. DRAKE
RUFUS E. CLEMENT
October 23, 1952
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REPORT OF THE RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE

The Committee on Resolutions presents the following statement for adoption by the Conference:
l. That the colleges in the Conference be continually alert to
the nee::! of self- evaluation in terms of the original purpose of the
Land-Grant college and the corresponding present day needs of
their constituency.
2. That the institutions endeavor to develop their facilities
and programs for further participation in the activities of the Technical Cooperation Administration of the Department of State.
3. That the Conference continue to urge upon th U. S. D partment of Agriculture the necessity of including both white and
Negro Land-Grant Colleges in all programs and projects of agricultural development; and that the Conference authorize its officers and executive committee to take the steps necessary for providing full participation.
4. That all of our Land-Grant colleges be urged to give more
active attention to the development of research in all phases of
the Land - Grant college program with a view to vitalizing and
stimulating their programs of instruction and service.
5. That the members of the Conference explore specifically
in their states the possibility of close identification with and participation in the program of the State Experiment Station.
6. That the Conference commend Fisk University and the
other eight colleges participating in a meeting in October in Nashville for their farsightedness in initiating a plan for cooperative
intercollegiate testing of high school students and express gratitude for their professional spirit in providing information on the
nature of the proposal and the opportunity for additional colleges
to participate.
7. That all member institutions place greater emphasis upon
vocational guidance with a view to pointing up the many opportunities for employment in areas other than teaching.
8. The Conference wishes to convey to President John W.
Davis of West Virginia State College its best wishes as he assumes
the responsibilities of the office of Country Director of the Technical Assistance Program in Liberia, Africa. His years of distinguished service as a Land - Grant College president give assurance of an administration of significant achievement. We are grateful for his effective service in the development of our Conference;
and much of the strength of the organization is due to his alertness, sacrifice, and wise counsel.
9. That the Conference express its sine re appreciation: to
the officers of the Conference for their diligence in the performance of their duties; to all of those who appeared on the program;
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to Howard University for the courtesy dinner; to the Federal
Security Agency, and especially to the Office of Education, for
the various amenities extended.
Respectfully submitted,
ROBERT P. DANIEL, Chairman
CORNELIUS V. TROUP,
Secretary
GEORGE W. GORE, JR.
W. K. PAYNE
October 23, 1952
LAND GRANT COLLEGES-TVA COOPERATIVE STUDY
A Progress Report
By Ernest E. Neal, Dire ctor

Introduction
I would like to take this opportunity to express my sincerest
thanks to the Presidents of the colleges in the Tennessee Valley
for the excellent cooperation they have given to the liaison officials working on this project. The assistance you have given to
your workers has measured up completely to my expectations.
Your cooperation takes on more significance when one realizes that you have reduced the teaching load of the liaison representatives; in some cases provided full-time assistants, and in
others, student assistants; paid their expenses to two regional
conferences, and purchased equipment for the project without receiving one cent of outside financial aid.
Just to show you how much you have done, I have asked the
seven liaison representatives in the Valley States to indicate what
they had to work with before the TV A contract was signed about
two years ago, and what they have to work with now. The regional picture is as follows:
Regional Totals

PERSONNEL :
J•art-Tian~

:;tu tl t"nt
2 _vri;. a,-:-o
Od. IU.j2
1:!

Vull 'l'imo
2 yrw. ug-o
Ot·t. rn.>:!
0 •
:i

2 ~- rs. u,-:-o

Oct. I !J!'i2

T

FACILITIES:
OUu-r .\l a c•hi rws

'1'.'·1wwritt•rs
2 ,\' r s, u,-:-o

() (· f .

'! .v r ,-., a,:- o

l !J,)'.!

()t'f.

l !H'i"!

,:

!I

EXPENDITURES:
( ► c-toher

2 yrs . UJ.:"o

l!J,32

,j<::.,.-1!11.00

$:!,1:m.00

• i-:x11t•Jl tlit11n• :-: i1u·lt1dt• part of :,,;:tl:1 1·ip:-; of liui:-;011 offit'i:ils :11111 ~:11:trit>:-: of" t'11ll
and travel.

1i11H• a11d :-:t11tlt•11t workt•r:-: , t•q 11ip111 •11l,
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The average annual expenditure of funds on the Social Studies
project in the seven land grant colleges was $304.00 two years
ago; by October 1952, this had risen to $5,070.00. This is an excellent example of the increased interest in Social Science research in the cooperating colleges.
Since the meeting of the Presidents last October, the director
has made two trips to each of the seven cooperating colleges. The
liaison representatives have attended two regional conferences, one
at Tuskegee Institute on November 9, 10, and 11, 1951, and one
at Atlanta University on February 4 and 5, 1952. The next regional
conference will be held at Tennessee A. & I. State University, November 17 and 18, 1952.
Siaius of ihe Project

In our report last year we stated that the project would proceed in three stages:
a. Stage one, would be concerned with the analysis of census data for 1920-1950.
b. Stage two, would be concerned with selecting a community for detailed study of trends.
c. Stage three, would be concerned with the writing up of
the study.
Stage One has been completed. In Stage Two, all the communities have been selected and the studies are well underway.
Stage Three is in process and should be completed by February 1,
1953.
Before completing Stage Three, a detailed analysis of the 29
basic tables collected from the census data had to be made. The
mechanics of the analysis called for 29 tables and 42 charts. 1• The
standing of the states is as follows:

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

States
Tables
Alabama .... ...... .... 29
Georgia
............... 29
Mississippi
............ 29
North Carolina ...... . .. 29
Virginia
.............. 29
Kentucky
. . . . . . . .. .. . .
29
Tennessee
............ 26

Charts
42
42
42
41
39
20
15

Total
71
71
71
70
68
• 49
41

Insiii uiional Coope ration

One of the most interesting outcomes of this project has been
the cooperation developed between the N egro Land Grant College and the white Land Grant College in each of the seven states.
As the data began to take shape, it appeared that it would have
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value, not only for colleges conducting the study, but for all the
agencies in the states concerned with rural people.
Kentucky was the first state to approach the director of the
Experiment Station and the Rural Sociology Department of the
white Land Grant College. The response was most encouraging.
Plans were developed for publishing a bulletin based on the data
being collected. T he staff from the University of Kentucky's Department of Rural Sociology invited Mr. Pryor, the liaison representative, to come to Lexington and work with them, and members
of the staff at the University of Kentucky came to Frankfort to
work with Mr. Pryor.
With this pattern developed the other states showed interest
also. As a result, several of the Presidents and liaison representatives have tentative commitments from the white Land Grant
Colleges to publish a bulletin which is being prepared from the
data.
The regional report will be published jointly by Tuskegee Institute with the approval of the Tennessee Valley authority. The
bulletin will be ready for the press about February 1, 1953.
Significant Trends

The most significant trends that have been brought out as a
result of this study is that the Tennessee Valley States are turning
green and white. By this we mean that more and more acreage is
being turned into pasture, and the Negro population is on the decline. The two most important factors at work on the Negro population are shifts of acreage from cropland to plowable pasture and
the increased use of tractors on farms.
In 1929, as Chart 1 shows, 43,270,363 acres were in cropland,
and only 15,638,304 were in plowable pasture. By 1949, cropland
had decreased to 38,688,818 acres, and plowable pasture had increased to 26,884,011 acres.
Chart 2 shows the tremendous increase in tractors. In 1929,
there were only 51,482 tractors on the farms in the seven Valley
states. By 1951, the number of tractors had increased to 400,300.
The most pronounced effect of these changes has been on the
number of farm operators. Chart 3 shows the trend. In 1930,
there were 1,768,130 farm operators; of these 1,243,836 were white,
and 524,294 were colored. By 1950, the total number of farm operators had declined to 1,550,698; the white operators to 1,189,854, and
the non-white operators to 360,844. The faster rate of decline of
the Negro farm operators is shown graphically in Chart 4.
Chart 5 shows the response of the total population, white population, and Negro population to all the changes taking place in
the Valley Region.
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Both Charts 4 and 5 show that the changes affect Negroes and
whites differently. White farm operators decreased 53,982 from
1930 to 1950. Negro farm operators decreased 163,450 during the
same period, almost three times as fast as whites.
The white population increased from 13,066,941 to 16,715,434
from 1930 to 1950, an increase of 3,648,493. The Negro population
increased from 5,298,175 to 5,586,934 from 1920 to 1930, an increase
of 288,759.
We note then, that in a region of expanding population and
increased economic opportunity Negroes have not shared equally.
The Negro population, like the total population, is becoming
more urban and less rural as Chart 6 shows. But the Negro is not
holding his own as a percent of the total rural or urban population in the Tennessee Valley States.
These trends indicate the value of these kinds of studies for
curricular planning, vocational guidance, and planning in general
in our Land Grant Colleges.
The Presidents and the liaison representatives in the seven
colleges are aware of these trends, and how these trends are
affecting their colleges directly.
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CHART 5
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Implications of Trends for Educational Planning

When one fully realizes the implications of the fact that the
Valley is turning green and white, it causes us to stu dy critically
our present education program in terms of these trends.
If the Negro farm population continues to decline in the future
as it has in the past, how do we go about arr iving at the number
and kind of rural professional workers will be needed? For example, how many and what kind of vocational home economics
and vocational agriculture teachers will be needed?
As we move into the period of the one large county Negro high
school and from four to sixteen feeder elementary schools, how
many and what kind of rural teachers will we need?
If more and more Negroes continue to move to the cities and
out of the region what kind of vocational training will be required?
The data coming from this study have pertinent relevance to
the total teacher training program of the Negro Land Grant Colleges. Casual observation of our present educational programs
leads one to believe that there is not too much relationship between teaching and the students' needs that are arising from these
changes.

In order to bridge this gap, plans are well along the way in
the colleges to bring the various areas of teacher training in the
colleges into a working relationship with the research teams that
have brought these facts to our attention.
Future Of The Project

I am pleased to report at this conference that the committee
of Presidents in charge of the TV A Study have been working with
TVA officials on the continuation of the project .
The Presidents have developed a proposal with the cooperation of the Regional Studies Division and the Education and Train ing Branch of TV A to extend this project for three more years .
The new proposal differs from the present contract. We have
noted with much pleasure the growth of the people directing the
research project in the seven cooperating states. There is no longer
the necessity for close supervision nor is there a need for the continuation of a full-time director. Each state liaison representative
is capable of setting up and carrying out a research project. There
remains the need for the coordination of the efforts of the liaison
representatives and there is some value in keeping a degree of
uniformity on research work in the seven Valley states.
The proposal that the Presidents have submitted to TVA calls
Ior assistance to pay the travel and expenses of the liaison representatives and two other faculty members to attend at least two
regional conferences each year. The project director and Mr. J. H.
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Daves of the TV A staJl' will work with faculty committees on
utilization of research data for teaching purposes, coordination of
research with educational objectives of the institution and planning with the liaison representatives the agenda for the regional
conferences.
It is fitting to state here that this is the kind of project that
TVA likes to support. One of the purposes of TV A is to stimulate
colleges in the region to develop their own resources. This the
colleges have done. There seems to be no inclination to lessen
the efforts. All of the colleges are working toward a permanent
department of social science research.
As we chart the trends in the South more accurately and spell
out in more detail the effect of these trends on people and Negro
people particularly, it is my hope and my belief that we will move
closer and closer to the original purposes of the Land Grant Colleges.
As President Atwood stated in his article, "The Public Negro
College in a Racially Integrated System of Higher Education,"
"The land-grant college was designed to be a people's college, an institution for the masses. According to the First
Morrill Act creating these colleges, the land-grant college
is an institution . . . . where the leading object shall be,
without excluding other scientific and classical studies,
and including military tactics, to teach such branches of
learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic
arts . . . . in order to promote the liberal and practical
education of the industrial classes in the several pursuits
and professions in life."

It could be that as we move into the second phase of our studyrelating research to teaching, we may find the instrument that will
help us chart the course of our Land Grant Colleges in the direction pointed out in President Atwood's article.
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REPORT ON SOCIAL STUDIES PROJECT
Harry J. Walker, Acting Coordinator
Progress of the Research Project

Since our last meeting, the Social Studies Project has been
concerned with advancing its major research interest which is the
study of the effects of technological changes in agriculture upon
Negro life. This study, as you doubtless i::emember, is under the
general direction of the Coordinator's office and is referred to as
the Land Grant-TV A Study. The Land Grant institutions of the
Tennessee Valley Aea which are participating in the study;
namely, the institutions in Tennessee, Alabama, North Carolina,
Mississippi, Georgia, Kentucky, and Virginia are under the immediate direction of Mr. Ernest Neal. At our last meeting here we
reported that an outline of the study together with technical instructions and materials had been sent to liaison officials in all
of the institutions. These materials were sent, also, to all presidents, so that you are familiar with them. Since that time, further
instructions along with dummy tables and tabular materials have
been sent to the liaison officials.
Prior to sending these latest materials on the project, the
liaison officials were invited to a conference at Tuskegee Institute.
This conference was held on November 9, 10, and 11, 1951, and
was widely attended. Representatives from the following institutions were present: West Virginia State College, Tennessee A. and
I. State University, South Carolina A. and M. College, Fort Valley
State College, Alcorn A. and M. College, Southern University,
Tuskegee Institute, Atlanta University, Hampton Institute, Maryland State College, Delaware State College, Florida A. & M. College, Kentucky State College, Virginia State College, Savannah
State College, A. and T. College of North Carolina and Howard
University. Three representatives from the Tennessee Valley
Authority were also present. In all, twenty-eight persons were in
attendance at the conference.
The conference was mainly a workshop in social research techniques centered around the present study. Progress reports of the
liaison officials were given.
In the opinion of the consultants and others in attendance, the
conference advanced the work of the study in the following ways:
(1) it introduced some of the officials to the handling of social
data; (2) it clarified some problems incident to the tabulation,
analysis and presentation of the data; and (3) it provided an impetus, through the stimulation of all present, which has resulted
in a satisfactory measure of work completed during the past year.
The Coordinator's office, as mentioned previously, has been
working directly with the ten Land Grant colleges outside the
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Tennessee Valley. The progress reports of the officials from these
institutions, though somewhat uneven in character, are generally
satisfactory. There are two institutions which are not participating
in the present study and have not actively taken a part in any
of the previous research work of the Project. Owing to changes
in staff personnel, the work is just now getting under way in two
other institutions. In the remaining institutions, the technical work
has either been completed or is in process of being completed and,
in some institutions the analysis of the data is well advanced.
The following information from reports of the liaison officials will
give a clearer view of the work of the past year.
From one institution, the official reports that all tabulation
have been completed, 50 graphic illustrations based upon these
data developed, and an analysis of the materials completed and
worked into a first draft. In another institution the official and
his co-workers have completed all tabulations, developed many
of the requested graphic illustrations, and have begun work on
the first draft of the research report. A third report indicates that
all tabulations have been completed, except some which make use
of the 1950 Census. The other institutions are in the process of
completing their tabulations.
More complete information on the nature of the study, through
examples of some of the substantive findings, will be furnished by
the report of Mr. Neal.
In connection with the further advancement of the study, a
conference has been set for November 17 and 19, 1952, at the Tennessee A. and I. State University, Nashville, Tennessee. Representatives from institutions in the Tennessee Valley and those outside the TVA have been invited to this conference. The conference will have as its major purpose the discussion of the substantive findings of the research completed on the present study
and planning the next research steps of the Project. It is hoped
that each president will make every effort to have the liaison
official of his institution present at this conference. An invitation
to attend this conference is extended, also, to the presidents.
Efforts to Secure Additional Financial Support for Research

A committee was appointed by the Executive Committee of the
Conferences of Land Grant College Presidents to explore the
possibility of securing financial assistance for the project from
the Ford Foundation, and from other possible sources. This committee met at Tuskegee Institute at the November conference of
liaison officials. At that time, a tentative outline of a statement
to be utilized in securing research support was formulated. Before
developing this proposal into a detailed statement in terms of
specific research studies, several members of the committee had
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informal conferences with individuals connected with the social
science program of the Ford Foundation. There emerged from each
of these discussions an indication that the projects which we contemplated would not fall within the framework of interest of the
Ford Foundation at this time.
We are currently engaged in investigating the possibility of
participating in a research project which would be sponsored by
an agency of the Federal Government and which deals with the
utilization of manpower resources in the Southern region. The
study, as presently conceived, is oriented primarily to an investigation of the manpower resources of the Negro group and ways
by which it may be more effectively utilized in the defense program.
In conclusion, we should like to thank the presidents for their
cooperation in the work of the project. Increasingly, our liaison
officials take occasion to express to us their appreciation of the
support, in terms of available time and facilities, furnished by the
presidents. This is in contrast to the tenor of the reports of several
years ago, in which most of the liaison officials complained of the
lack of available time and facilities for conducting the research
tasks expected of them. We take it that the change in character
of these reports is a measure of the increased interest on the part
of the presidents.
We make the final observation that this Social Study Project,
which had of necessity to begin modestly, is now at the stage where
somewhat greater returns may be expected. There is satisfaction
in noting the increasing competence of the personnel carrying on
the studies in our institution, which is certain to result in a larger
number of publications.
The development of the cooperative project with the Tennessee Valley Authority, while involving only seven of our institutions, is itself a significant measure of growth. It is our opinion
that as a result of the work already completed, it is reasonable to
expect that arrangements of this type with other agencies will
be possible in the future.
A copy of the fin a ncial statement of the Project for the past
year is appended.
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Howard University. Washington, D. C.
Graduate School- Land Grant College Project
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSE
Comparative for Fiscal Years 1951-52 and 1950-51
Income

1951-52

1950-51

Unexpended balance, July 1 .. .. .... .
Contribution from Howard University
Grant from Conference of Presidents
of Land Grant Colleges ........... .

$2,852.55
1,000.00

$1,579.51
1,000.00

2,000.00

2,000.00

Total-Income . . ... .. ...... .

$5,852.55

$4,579.51

Salaries . . .............. . . ..... .. . .
Wages . . ......................... .
Travel . . ..... ......... . .......... .
Postage . ....... .......... . ....... .
Printing and Binding ........... . ... .
Other Contract Services (including
services of Coordinator) .......... .
Supplies and Materials . . ......... .. .
Equipment ............... . .. ..... .

$ 823.33
208.30
396.45
51.00
. .......

600.00
271.29
188.99
17.00

. .......

523.34
82.00
.. ... ...

516.35
5.46
127.87

Total-Expense . . ......... .

$2,084.42

$1,726.96

$3,768.13

$2,852.55

Expense

BALANCE-June 30

Submitted by J. B. CLARKE, Treasurer
10-20-52
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TENTATIVE DRAFT REFERRED TO BY
Dr. Walter G . D anie l (see page 23)
The Choice of Testing Centers

The cooperating colleges would agree on a primary list of approximately 100 testing centers. The centers should be chosen in
so far as possible so that no large center of population for potential
candidates would be more than 75 miles from a testing center. No
center should be established unless there was a reasonable expectation that a minimum of 20 candidates would take the examination there. Any college would be free to offer the test on its own
initiative in additional centers it might wish to reach. Any college might ask students in areas remote from the 100 centers to
take the College Board S.A.T.
The Procedure for Test Admin istratio n

In order to secure impartial and efficient test administration
it is recommended that the colleges request Educational Testing
Service to select and provide examiners and proctors for each testing center. Educational Testing Service would probably pay these
officials at its standard rates. (It might be worth exploring the
interest of school or college officials in acting as examiners on a
volunteer basis-this basis was used with the screening test for
the Ford Scholarships at four colleges last year and it was used
for the Pepsi-Cola Scholarship tests).
It is recommended that students and colleges take the following steps in arranging for participation in the examinations. A
student interested in one of the member colleges would make
application to that college for a test admittance card, requesting
that college to be his or her sponsoring college. The student would,
of course, be free to apply for admission to college at several insti•
tutions, but he would ask for a test admittance card from just
one institution. Applicants for test admittance would be due two
weeks before the announced date for the examinations. The sponsoring college could send to each student a test admittance card
to be presented to the examiner on the morning of the examination . The college would send to Educational Testing Service a
summary, giving the names of all students to whom that college
had issued Test Admittance Cards for a specified testing center.
Educational Testing Service would then forward to the examiner
the appropriate number of examination booklets and materials in
accordance with the combined reports of the member colleges.
A thorough educational campaign would be necessary with
high school principals and counselors and with students to get
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across the idea that registration for the examination would have
to be made at least two weeks in advance and that the Test Admittance Card would have to be secured from a sponsoring college
(presumably the student's first choice).
At the time of the examination, each student would indicate
iwo colleges to which the test results should be sent, the sponsoring college and an alternate. The student could have his test
results sent to two additional colleges in the member group by paying a fee of $1.00 and making the specific request of ETS. After
scoring the examinations and tabulating the results, Educational
Testing Service would send to the two or more institutions named
by the student his individual test scores. ETS would also send a
general statement indicating the percentile rank of various scores
on national norms and the percentile rank of various scores in
this particular testing.
Notes Relative io a Leadership Training Conference for the Representatives of ihe Conference of Presidents of N e gro Land Grani Colleges as Proposed by President R. P. D aniel,
Virginia Staie College.

I.

At the request of Dr. Earl J. McGrath, Commissioner of Education, United States Office of Education, a representative
of the Conference of Presidents of Negro Land-Grant Colleges participated in a United States Office of Education
Conference on Audio-Visual Education in Washington, D. C.,
on May 13 and 14, 1952.

II.

Dr. R. P. Daniel, President of Virginia State College assisted
in the selection and arrangements for this representation.

III.

The Negro Land Grant representative made contact with
Dr. Roger Albright, Director, Educational Services, Motion
Picture Association of America, Inc., Washington, D. C ., who
professed an interest in Audio-Visual Education in institutions of higher learning among Negroes.

IV.

A training Conference for Negro College representatives was
proposed. President R. P. Daniel of Virginia State College
invited Dr. Albright to Virginia State College to discuss a
proposal for an Audio-Visual Education Conference for Negro
representatives of institutions of higher learning. This conference was held at Virginia State College on August 12,
1952. The original proposals for this conference follow:
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Some Considerations Relat ive to a Leadership Training Conference
for the Representatives of the Conference of Presidents of
Negro Land -Grant Colleges
1.

Proposal:

To provide an audio-visual leadership training conference for selected personnel of the member schools of the
Conference of Presidents of Negro Land-Grant Colleges.
2.

Purpose:

This conference should serve to provide information
relative to and appreciation of the value of Audio-Visual
teaching and learning materials in programs of instruction.
It should suggest procedures for and practices in the
organization, administration and supervision of an AudioVisual Service program in the college, typical of the
conference membership.
It should also suggest the essential content of courses
in Audio-Visual Education designed to more efficiently
prepare teachers for effective teaching through the use
of teaching and learning materials.
3.

Contribution:

This conference should have a far reaching influence
toward improving and enriching the instruction in the
communities and schools of America served by Negro
teachers. Paticularly is this true when it is realized that
more than 70 % of all Negro teachers in the public
schools of the U. S. received their training in the
schools represented by the Conference of Presidents of
Negro Land-Grant Colleges. Thus a contribution toward
improving teacher training programs in these institutions is also a contribution toward improving instruction
in the public schools of America.
4.

Location of Conference:

This conference is to be conducted at Virginia State
College, Petersburg, Virginia, where an active AudioVisual Education program has been in operation since
1941 and where materials and equipment as well as
trained personnel in this field are available to contribute
to such a conference. Further, Virginia State College
is so located that travel is easily accessible to all of the
participating schools.
5.

Conference Membership:

The membership should include one person from each
of the member and associate member schools. This per-
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son should be director of education, or of teacher training, or of Audio-Visual Education. Such persons should
be selected and appointed by the presidents of the participating schools.
V.

The area of agreement between Dr. Albright and Dr. Daniel
regarding a conference for selected representatives of institutions of higher learning among Negroes follows:
1.

The proposal for a conference is acceptable and President Daniel has been instructed by Dr. Albright to make
plans for such.

2.

The conference will be held in the Audio-Visual Center
at Virginia State College in the fall of 1953. The dates
for this conference will concur with the dedication and
opening ceremonies of a new and modern Audio-Visual
Center at Virginia State College, which is now under
construction.

3.

The conference will be of three days duration.

4.

The Motion Picture Association of America, Inc., Washington, D. C., through its affiliate, Teaching Film Custodian, Inc., will pay the total cost of this conference
which will include travel to and from Virginia State
College for the selected conference participants. A selected number of college presidents and / or deans of instruction may be included for a part of this conference
(their expenses to be paid also).

5.

The expenses of selected representatives participating in
planning meetings for this conference will be cared for
as needed.
The selection of participants in this conference will be
left very largely in the hands of Dr. R. P. Daniel and
the Executive Committee of the Land Grant College Conference. The essential details of the program should be
decided upon by selected conference participants as a
planning committee and the representative of the Motion
Picture Association of America, Inc., Washington, D. C.

6.

7.

Attached is the list of colleges other than members or
associate members of the Conference of Presidents of
Negro Land Grant Colleges, which might be extended
invitations. However it is suggested, that some of the
effective value of a conference of this type might be lost
if the conference is too large. Preference in the selection
of conference participants should favor those colleges
and individuals who work primarily in programs of
teacher-training. Consideration should be given also to
those schools that are financially able to provide per57

'

'

sonnel and facilities and device
program of this nature practical.
VI.

to make a training

Number of Colleges Considered For Participation.
I. Colleges as members of the Conference of Presidents of Negro Land Grant Colleges. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. Colleges as Associate Members of the Conference
of Presidents of Negro Land Grant Colleges. . . . . . . . .
3. The number of Colleges listed (on the following
list) that might be included as members of the conference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

17
7

17
41

Colleges Not In The Land Grant Conference

Bennett College
Green sboro, North C arolina
David D. Jones, President

Miner Teachers College
Washington, D. C.
Eugene A. Clark, President

B ethune-Cookman College
Daytona Beach, Florida
Richard V. Moore, President

Morgan State College
Baltimore, Maryland
Martin D. Jenkins, President
North Carolina College
Durham, North Carolina
A. Elder, President

Dillard University
New Orleans, Louisiana
Albert W. Dent, President

Shaw University
Raleigh, North Carolina
W. R. Strassner, President

F ayetteville State T eachers
College
Fayetteville, N orth Carolina
J. W. Seabrook, President

St. Paul's Polytechnic Institute
Lawrenceville, Virginia
E. H. McClenney, President

Fisk University
Nashville, Tenn.
Charles S. Johnson, President

State Teachers College
Montgomery, Alabama
H. Councill Trenholm, President

J ackson College
Jackson, Miss.
J. L . Reddix, P resident

Talladega College
Tuscaloosa, Alabama
A. D. Gray, President

Knoxville College
Knoxville, Tenn.
J . A. Colston, President

Virginia Union University
Richmond, Virginia
J. M. Ellison, President

Lincoln University
Chester County, Pennsylvania
H . M. B ond, President

Xavier University
New Orleans, Louisiana
Mather M. Agatha, President
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TOWARD GREATER FARM PROGRESS
Knox T. Hutchinson,
A ssistant Secretary of Agriculture

I am very glad to have this opportunity to take part in your
annual session here in the Nation's Capitol. The time of your meeting coincides with the Annual Outlook Conference, and I hope you
have found time to make the most of this event which is intended
to set up some guideposts for agriculture and business in the coming year. It may help you in making plans for the institutions you
represent.
As a native of Tennessee, I have had a ring-side seat in watching the low-income farmers of the South change from a position
of economic weakness to one of real strength. Also, through reports prepared by Dr. Patterson and Mr. Claude A. Barnett who
are associated with your organization, and who serve as special
assistants to Secretary Brannan, I have been kept abreast of some
of the significant advances taking place in the rural South.
And if Tennessee A. & I. State University at Nashville, just
32 miles from my home town of Murfreesboro, can be taken as a
barometer of progress, I know that your colleges are making great
strides in developing facilities to help accelerate the onward march
of farm people. Dr. Davis, my Tennessee neighbor, is to be congratulated upon the excellent job he has done at A . & I. And I
have no doubt that the rest of you have applied yourselves with
equal diligence. In no other part of the country has the fulfillment
of our farm program objectives been more gratifying. The rate of
progress, when measured in terms of better living, has surpassed
that of any other comparable area. It is a distinct privilege, therefore, to meet with you to discuss how and why these changes have
taken place and how we can work together toward meeting the
problems that still need to be solved.
All these changes did not come about, of course, merely because the South has more sunshine and rainfall than other parts
of the country. They came about largely through a constructive
farm program designed to help farmers help themselves. So far as
the Negro farmer is concerned, a lot of credit is due the better
trained men and women graduates of the Negro-Land-Grant Colleges. Each year an increasing number of these young men and
women have become Extension Workers. They are doing a splendid
job of helping Negro farmers to improve their farming methods,
their land, and more important, their standard of living. Some
of your graduates are also making an outstanding contribution to
better living in other parts of the world through the Point IV program. And I am extremely happy that your colleges have been
integrated into our Office of Foreign Agricultural Relations' train59

ing program for foreign trainees. This rounds out the program as
it should be.
But Jet's get back to what som e of your graduates are doing
through the Extension S ervice in h elpin g to promote a b etter agriculture.
Let's take a brief look at the record t o see what has taken
place in the past 20 years in providing Extensi on h elp to Negro
farmers. In 1931 Negro Exte nsion workers m ade 170,000 farm or
home visits. Last year they made m ore than 350,000 visits. In
1931 the number of N egro farmers who went to the county agent's
office for advice totaled 113,000 . Last year, the total was 357,000.
There were 243,000 farm bulletins distributed in 1931. Last year
nearly 850,000 were distributed. Th e number of farm news stories
sent to the local press had jumped from less than 5,000 in 1931 to
more than 14,000 in 1951.
The number of training and demonstration meetings con:iucted
by Negro Extension workers has increased from 43,000 to 77,000.
Meetings held by local voluntary leaders have increased from about
7,000 to more than 38,000. In 1931, only one Negro farm radio
broadcast was made. Last year, there were 2,300. Other Extension
activities-achievement days, local tours, encampments, and so
forth have increased at an equally e n couraging rate. More important, perhaps, is the fact that attendance and participation by
Negro farmers in Extension activities has increased about tenfold.
In the past 20 years the amount of funds u sed for Negro Extension work in 17 Southern States has more than tripled. As a result there are now some 826 N egro s upervisors and county workers on the Extension staffs of those 17 states-175 percent increase
over the number working in the region 20 years ago.
It would take m ore time than you would want me to take
this morning just to list the inspiring s u ccess stories that have
come to my attention over the p ast 10 or 15 years. M any of them
are familiar to you and I'm s ure you get warm satisfaction from
the fact that your teaching institutions have played an effective
role in bringing about this dramatic chan ge in the lives of so many
people.
I would like to say a few words a b out progress that has been
made during the past yea r. Notable su ccess has been achieved in
corn yields. Through the u se of improved practices, hundreds of
farmers and 4-H Club members became eligible for membership
in 100 Bushel Corn Clubs. Many more acres were planted to
legume and grass pastures, thus paving the way for quicker shift
from cotton to cattle.
Fat beef cattle shows in S outh Carolina were outstanding this
past year. 4-H Club pig projects have done a lot to improve the
quality and size of swine herds.

Let me cite an example.
Last year a farmer by the name of Julian Durant near Manning, S. C. sold 79 hogs for more than $3,000, all because the local
county agent some years ago had interested one of the Durant boys
in carrying on a 4-H pig project. The youngster raised a grade
Duroc which brought a prize at the State Fat Stock Show and sold
for nearly 25 cents a pound, grossing him about $60. Prior to that
time, Mr. Durant had been content to grow only cotton and tobacco.
Home demonstration agents in 35 counties of Alabama last
year conducted demonstrations to show how time, energy, and
money can be more efficiently used by the homemaker. A report
from those counties tells us that 11,0QO families have adopted better
housekeeping methods.
One day last year, Mr. and Mrs. Walter McCaskill, who have a
farm near Greenwood, Miss., went on an Extension home improvement tour. In the evening, when they returned to the small house
they had lived in for 18 years, they agreed to build a comfortable
home like the ones they had seen on the tour. The county Extension people gave them floor plans and helped them select materials
and plan with the carpenter. Four months later the McCaskills
moved into their new home, with new furniture, including a gas
range, an electric refrigerator, and other modern conveniences. By
doing most of the work themselves, they built this six-room house
at a cost of $2,100. A cheerful closing note to this story is that
the McCaskills paid that $2,100 in cash. Now, I ask you: How
many farmers in the South-or in any other part of the country for
that matter--could have done such a thing 20 or 30 years ago?
Last year the Nation's first farm demonstration home was
opened near Kingstree, South Carolina. This model home will
provide firsthand experience in better rural living for hundreds
of families who, I understand, will have an opportunity to spend
a brief vacation in it. I am told that one young farm family in
each of the 30 counties where a home agent is employed will be
selected each year to spend a week in this model home between
fall and late spring. This truly represents a new educational approach to the problem of improving rural housing.
It is encouraging to note also that Negro Extension workers
are making a constructive effort to achieve professional standards
comparable to those of other professional workers in educational
institutions. In addition to being Land-Grant College graduates,
these professional Extension workers are taking advantage of inservice training. More Negro men and women agents are taking
time ofT to enroll for cour ·cs in Extension education and admin istration at your own colleges and such other institutions as Howard, Cornell, Wisconsin, and Iowa State. The States, wisely I think,
are giving encouragement to this sort of professional improvement
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by granting leave of absence to these people and, in some instances,
by providing financial assistance.
Another factor that has added greatly to the comfort and convenience of Southern farmers in general is the use of electricity
provided under the REA program. The South has not only made
greater use of the REA program than the rest of the country, but
it has made greater progress in farm electrification. You might be
interested in knowing that about 90 percent of the members of
the Northcentral Mississippi Electric Power Association at Sanatobia are Negroes. In fact, most of them are tenant farmers .
Less than two years ago the homes, schools, and churches of
that community had only dim light such as provided by kerosene
lamps. The only refrigeration was a chunk of ice in a box of sawdust. After five years of hard work toward getting electricity to
their farms, the farmers of DeSoto, Marshall, and Tate Counties
were finally rewarded in December of 1950 when their REA Co-op
lines were energized for the first time. Until them, many of these
farmers saw electric lights only when they went some 50 miles
or so to Memphis.
This particular co-op borrowed $1,305,000 from REA and has
installed 6'70 miles of electric lines. The loan further provides
that $75,000 can be loaned to members for financing the wiring of
their homes and for the purchase of electrical equipment-refrigerators, pumps, washing machines, irons, radios, and the like.
To these farm families, rural electrification has brought with it a
whole new world of convenience and aids to protection. It has
relieved the rural housewife of back-breaking drudgery. With a
seemingly limitless demand for food and fiber and the continuing
decrease in the farm manpower supply, it is fortunate indeed that
the REA program is with us to carry some of the farm labor load.
At the present time, more than 65,000 family-type farms in 16
Southern States are using supervised loans under the Farmers
Home Administration. As you know, only farmers who cannot get
satisfactory credit elsewhere are eligible for FHA loans. With
this kind of financial help, these families, like hundreds of thousands in earlier years, are improving their dairy herds and other
livestock; they are planting locally recommended varieties of
crops and are using the latest knowhow in taking care of them.
And by using better farming methods, they are getting more out
of their land and at the same time are maintaining or improving
its productivity for the future.
Nearly 26,000 farm families in the South now have FHA farm
ownership loans with which they have either bought a family -type
farm or are enlarging the ones they have to a size that will permit
them to make a decent living. About 20,000 farmers who earlier
took advantage of these farm ownership loans have already paid
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them up in full. Instead of tenants or sharecroppers, they are now
full-fledged farm owners.
The phenomenal success of many Negro farmers during the
past 15 or 20 years is demonstrated time and time again at 4-H
livestock shows. About a year ago, for example, the judges at the
South Alabama District Fat Stock Show chose a 1,290-pound Aberdeen Angus steer as the grand champion . The prize animal was
owned by a 14-year-old boy whose father had just finished paying
for a 198-acre farm he had purchased through an FHA loan. In
commenting on the award his son had won, the father said "A few
years ago my boy couldn't have shown any calf at all, l et alone a
champion, because we didn't have one on the place."
I n less spectacular fashion, the fundamentals of this story
have been repeated many thousands of times by the children of
the 56,000 white and Negro tenants and share croppers to whom
the FHA has made loans since 1937. Although these borrowers had
40 years in which to repay their loans, nearly a fourth of them
have already paid out.
Yet with all these signs of progress, there are also some weak
spots. One of the weakest spots, in my opinion, is the lack of financial support for agricultural research and education. Up until
1940 the Nation's investment in agricultural research was fairly
well in line with the growth of the whole economy. But since that
time, despite tremendous expansion in just about everything else,
the investment in agricultural research has increased no more
than enough to keep up with the increased cost of salaries and
equipment.
Since 1940, as you well know, the economy of this country has
grown faster than for any other period in history. Total output has
risen more than 50 percent. Our population has increased by 23
million people. But there are six million fewer people on farms,
which means that the number of non-farm people to be fed and
clothed has increased by 29 million or about 25 percent. It seems
that we are confronted with the problem of meeting the challenges of 1952 on a 1940 budget.
There are still a great many pressing problems that only
research can solve. These problems range all the way from soil
fertility to prepackaging, and the longer we postpone attention to
them the more difficult it will be to catch up.
We are losing about 10 percent of our farm animals each year
to diseases and parasites. Bangs disease alone still costs the cattle
industry more than 100 million dollars a year.
Insects take a toll of about 4 billion dollars worth of crops
and livestock.
In the field of farm mechanization, although tremendous progress has been made, there are still hundreds of problems to be
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solved. They should have high priority too, if the decreasing number of people on farms are to continue providing abundance to an
increasing total population.
Wheat pasture poisoning is a serious livestock problem in the
small grain area of the Southern Plains. We still don't know the
basic cause of this malady.
One of our top research men recently said that if we could do
research on forage crops for the South comparable to that being
done on cotton and tobacco, it would be possible to increase feed
production in the South sufficient to support profitably a livestock
industry there three times as large as it now is.
A year ago our soil scientists completed a survey which shows
the effects of additional fertilizer on crop yields in the South. They
found, for example, that the present average 26-bushel-an-acre
yield of corn in the South is only a third of the potential yield
that could be obtained through higher rates of fertilization combined with the use of adapted hybrid seed, closer spacing of the
plants and other improved practices.
These findings are convincingly borne out by actual experiments. The Agricultural Experiment Station at State College,
Mississippi, found that by increasing the number of plants from
4,000 to 12,000 per acre and increasing nitrogen application from
zero to 120 pounds, the yield jumped from 22 to 72 bushels an acre.
Net returns to management increased from $14.04 to $59.25 an acre.
Similar tests at North Carolina State College showed that net
profits could be increased from $7.30 to $63.90 an acre.
A few weeks ago, the Department in cooperation with the
Land-Grant Colleges, announced a national program for more
efficient use of fertilizer and lime. Additional fertilizer processing
plants now under construction are expected, by 1955, to increase
our nitrogen supplies by 70 percent, phosphate by 55 percent, and
potash by 51 pe:rcent over present output. How to make use of
these additional fertilizer supplies for more efficient production is
another real challenge to research and education . The educational
aspects of it warrant your fullest consideration.
Moreover, we can ill aliord not to make full use of our LandGrant College system in developing effective research programs.
I share the hope that the research personnel and facilities of your
colleges will be used to the fullest extent feasible. It's a goal we
must all work toward.
As you well know, a start in this direction has been made
under the Research and Marketing Act of l 946. Under the con tract provisions of that Act, four of y ur instituti ns- Southern
University, Tennessee A. & T. State University, Tuskeegee and
Nor~h ~arolin~ Agricultural and Technical College-are now engaging m various types of research. The project carried on by
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Southern University and A. & M. College in Louisiana, which has
to do with marketing methods used by Negro farmers, is specially
significant, I think, because it is a field of work that has had little
research attention, if any.
Reports on three phases of this project have been completed
and another is now being prepared. One of these reports, entitled
"Strawberry Marketing and Related Production Practices Among
Negro Growers in Louisiana" was published last February. It contains 12 specific recommendations as to how strawberry growers
can do a better job of picking, packing, transporting, and marketing their product. Here indeed is worthy grist for both white and
Negro Extension workers in Louisiana.
With respect to potential leadership in getting better practices
adopted, the report very appropriately suggests: "To a considerable
extent it will be the job of Negro agricultural workers to aid
Negro growers in adopting the best marketing practices. They
undoubtedly will plan to advise and demonstrate to growers the
best practices of marketing strawberries in those areas where the
crop is important. Then as the Negro-Land-Grant College of
Louisiana has as its goal an emphasis on giving students excellent
training in agricultural practices, many of these students will, now
and later, be in a position to improve the harvesting and marketing practices among Negro farmers of the State."
The other two reports, completed but not yet published, present recommendations on snap bean marketing practices and cotton
and cottonseed marketing and production practices in Louisiana.
I feel sure that Extension workers will examine these reports and
use them well.
Since 1949 the Tennessee Agricultural and Industrial State
University has been making a study of the food habits and nutritional status of Negro children before and after going to school.
The objective is to determine the effect of school environment and
school lunches in changing the food habits and the nutritional
status of school children. The fact-finding part of this study is
complete and it is expected that an analysis of the data can be
finished during the coming year.
Tuskegee Institute is cooperating in a study to determine the
amino acid content of raw and cooked foods and to evaluate the
effect that cooking has on amino acids. Foods regarded as important sources of protein in the diets of Negro families are being
studied-food such as chitterlings, chicken livers, raw fat back,
grits and brown rice. When this study is completed it will help
to round out information concerning all known nutrients in foods.
Under a contract proj ect begun in 1951 by the North Carolina
Agricultural and Technical College, a procedure has been developed for isolating the bitter substance in milk produced by
cows that have eaten bitterweed. It is estimated that the dairy
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industry in the South loses more than a million dollars annually
because of consumer rejection of such milk. The work done at
the North Carolina A. & T. College is the first step in an attempt
to devise a rapid and simple test for measuring the amount of bitter
substances in market milk.
I am confident that the results of all this work will add significantly to our store of knowledge about the production and marketing of food and fiber.
Yet, in spite of all the progress that has been made in research, in training men and women for jobs in agriculture and
home economics at home and abroad, in increasing our agricultural
know-how and expanding our farm production, in extending rural
electrification, and promoting better living; I say for all we have
done in this positive direction, there still remains much to be
done in order to bring the level of living on the farm for both
white and Negro Americans up to the truly American standard. I
h0pe that we can work more closely together in seeking to achieve
this worthy objective.
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WHAT ARE THE NEGRO LAND GRANT COLLEGES DOING TO
FABRICATE A PROGRAM TO MEET PRESENT DAY NEEDS
F. G. Clark, President S outhern U niversity

It is most important to bear in mind that the emphasis of this
paper is on the present and an emerging future . This is said lest
some expression be taken out of context with the fallacious or
specious conclusion drawn that Negro Land Grant Colleges have
not in the 70 years of their trying existence made a meaningful
contribution to the United States and her historical developm ent.
So, I would emphasize that it is important to keep in mind the
great contribution which these colleges have made in the past
when the peculiar problems of that period presented one kind
of challenge, and, up to now, when they find themselves facing
a new and different kind of challenge, the nature of which seems
to contradict the very basis of their existence.
Any person with th e facts must admit that the Negro Land
Grant Colleges have contributed largely to the core of American
Negro culture .... especially in the South. Forming this core and
coming from these Land Grant Colleges as graduates and exstudents are the large teaching pei;sonnel of our public school system and the agricultural extension workers throughout the South.
Too, generally, the Negro Land Grant Colleges have provided general leadership for the Negro populace. More recently, their presidents have exhibited a brand of courage unprecedented in Negro
higher education by unequivocally asking for what is just and
fair for their constituency and with equal vigor speaking out
against undemocratic compromises.
The Negro Land Grant Colleges have held open the door,
leading to college training for countless Negroes who otherwise
could never have embraced it. Literally, they have been instruments for the democratization of higher education .
So, we are compelled to give proper valuation to the contributions of the past as we consider the urgent topic: "WH:AT ARE
NEGRO LAND GRANT COLLEGES DOING TO FABRICATE
A PROGRAM TO MEET PRESENT DAY NEEDS."
The challenging presentation to the National Conference on
"The Courts and Racial Integration in Education" by President
Atwood of Kentucky State College and the excellent presentation
to the 1951 Conference of Presidents of Negro Land Grant Colleges by Dr. Walter Daniel of the United States Office of Education and President John W. Davis, set the stage for consideration
of the question: What are Negro Land Grant Colleges doing to
fabricate a program to meet the present day needs. Perhaps most
of you remember President Atwood's description of the problem
facing Negro Land Grant Colleges when he said:
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"It i highly important that Negro Land Grant Colleges
recognize the fact that they came into existence for _just one
reason-segregation. When the elimination of segregation from
the South's Land Grant Colleges and Universities has become
an accomplished fact, the question is certain to be raised as
to the justification of a land grant college for Negroes. The
answer may lie in the searching examination of the land grant
college program itself .... "

Similarly, Dr. Walter Daniel, in his discussion on the emerging role of land grant colleges for Negroes, said:
"The last decade has required us to face the legal problem.
The beginning of litigation and the rulings of Federal courts
require a reassessment of the role of land grant colleges for
Negroes."
Certainly it is not too much to assume that all of us agree
that recent rulings of Federal courts have implications for Negro
land grant colleges. The big question is: What are the implications? .. . . It is generally accepted that the decisions of Federal
courts reflect the aspirations, sentiments, goals, and attitudes of
society as a whole. Thus this presentation on what Negro land
grant colleges are doing to fabricate a program to meet the present
day needs will begin with a brief examination of the social scene
for a frame of reference.
As stated by President Atwood, the Negro land grant college
came into existence because of segregation. To express it differently, Negro land grant colleges were established to serve a group
of people who, to a great extent have lived in an isolated or folk
culture. It is logical to assume, then, that the programs of these
colleges have been subjected to the influences and consequences
of existing for and in an isolated culture. It follows, too, that these
programs, concerned with the needs, aspirations, and problems of a
group one step removed from slavery, were orientated in terms
of a folk culture rather than in terms of the general culture. To
illustrate the point, the Negro wanted to learn how to read and
write, so the Negro land grant college trained teachers. The Negro
had a craft heritage and could find employment as a craftsman,
so the land grant college provided trade education. The Negro established businesses to serve the Negro economy, so the land grant
college provided business education. Significant too, is the fact
that the idea of higher education for Negroes was opposed by
those members of the ruling class who were interested in preserving the then-prevailing racial pattern of relationships. To them
an educational program for Negroes was appropriate to the· extent
that it did not disturb the relationship of Negroes to the general
society.
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Shifting to the present, it is observed that America is passing
through a p eriod of distinct social and cu ltural transition; among
others, an imp ortant contributing factor is international relations.
A significant asp ect of this transition involves changes in the relationship of Negroes to the general culture in America. Since World
War I, and esp ecially since World War II, Negroes increasingly are
being exposed to new patterns of behavior and new modes of
thought as barriers of isolation crumble. To put it differently, t h e
Negro, increasingly, is becoming an integral part of the American
social order as evidenced by :
(a) his acceptance in educational institutions formerly cl osed
to him;
(b) his acceptance in professional and learned societies;
(c) his securing and using the franchise;
(d) his increased legal, judicial and administrative participation
in affairs at the local, state, national, and international
levels;
(e) the su bsidization of his brainpower in government and ind ustry and in basic and applied research;
(f) his being called upon to offer instruction in the great colleges and universities throughout the world;
(g) the appropriation of his talents in merchandising, by
many of the major commercial enterprises of the country;
(h) his constituting a potent force in organized labor at the
policy-making and leadership levels, and,
(i) recognition of the fact that blocking the flow of Negro
labor may eventually wreck the American economy
thereby causing a collapse in the economy of the free
nations opening the door to world-wide communism.
What m ust be underscored is the fact that these evidences
are but reflections of a more tenth and more all-inclusive fundamental change, namely, An emerging climate of conviction that
every individual is of potential worth and that society should
extend to all individuals the opportunity to develop and demonstrate their highest worth. In other words, there is a develop ing ideology which expresses itself in acceptance, assimilation,
and integration of all persons regardless to the diversity of their

cultures.
The present day needs of the Negro, therefore, are related to
this social transition as described above. The important q u estion,
then, which confronts us as administrators responsible for the directions which the colleges we represent must take, follows: Is the
Negro L and G rant College retarding this social process or it is
facilitating it?
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A Look At The College

An examination of all aspects of our land grant college programs will reveal to what extent they are consistent with the
thesis as described in this presentation. Such an examination, if
thorough would require more time than has been available for
consideration at this conference. Information furnished by the
presidents of Negro colleges and other colleges through a questionnaire throws some light on the question. Too, their catalogues
were examined to see what they set up as their purposes for existing. They were also examined from the point of view of course
description and course content. All of us realize, however, that
complete reliance on these techniques is dangerous. But, nevertheless, they are instructive and they are suggestive. There should
be a respectable degree of validity and reliability attached to the
catalogue of a college and the statements of a president or those
who speak for him.
Teacher Education

In the report of The Advisory Committee on Education in 1939
it was stated that three-fifths of the students enrolled in Negro
land grant colleges were preparing to follow the teaching profession. As mentioned earlier, land grant colleges during their early
years of existence were justified in placing great emphasis on
teacher education; it is questionable, however, that proportionate
emp hasis should exist today. This is said in the light of the following:
(1) Although there is now a definite shortage of teachers in

several selected areas, it is highly probable that when the
war economy subsides this shortage will be reduced.
(2) With the recession from a war economy, the well-educated
individual now engaged in industry would be more thoroughly prepared in basic scholarship than would be the
normal teacher education graduate.
(3) Even if there is a basic demand for teachers in Negro life,
it would be economically and culturally disastrous for the
preponderance of trained Negroes to concentrate in the
vocation of teaching at the expense of a normal occupational adjustment.
The information obtained from the questionnaires indicates
that the teacher education emphasis has not changed too much
since the publication of the report of the Advisory Committee on
Education referred to above. It is seen in the table below that of
the fourteen colleges responding to the questionnaire, eight revealed that more than 30 per cent of their students are preparing
for the teaching profession. Three colleges, Langston University,
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Maryland State College, and Lincoln University, had teacher education enrollments that were prop ortionately low.
Proportion of Students Enrolled in Teacher Education in Fourteen
Negro Land Grant Colleges

College
Per Cent
Alabama A. & M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57.1
Delaware State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56.4
Southern University . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50.0
Florida A. & M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48.8
South Carolina State ..... ... . ..... .... ...... . . ... .. 45.7
North Carolina A. & T.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38.3
Arkansas State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33.9
Alcorn College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32.5
Kentucky State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.6
Virginia State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24.4
Prairie View State. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.8
Lincoln University . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.2
Langston University . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.8
Maryland State . . . . . . . .. .·. . .. . . .. ... ... ......... ..
0.0
Very likely the actual proportion of students preparing to
teach is actually larger than what the colleges have reported because a sizable number of students in such fields as home economics,
mechanic arts, agriculture, and music contemplate entering the
teaching profession. Moreover, common knowledge leads us to
say that most of these curricula are in teacher education rather
than in technology.
On the basis of available information, it is safe to draw the
conclusion that to a great extent land grant colleges for Negroes
continue to be preponderantly teacher education institutions. In
defense of the situation, it is easy for one, resorting to stock rationalization, to say that there is a demand for Negro teachers. On
the other hand, in view of the possibility that the opinions of the
United States Supreme Court will continue their precedence toward
integration, Negro colleges need to direct their efforts towards
preparing youth to take their places in more varied occupational
fields. This, despite the fact that master teachers will always
be in great demand.
Personnel

If the thesis is accepted that Negro land grant colleges should
reflect the transition of the Negro from an isolated culture to a
general culture (an d it is almost impossible to escape this p osition)
it follows that the faculty or faculties of these colleges should be
in communication, and on a most realistic basis, with the main
aven ues of the general culture. Otherwise, how could these facul-
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ties give the colleges this new sense of direction which the new
times are demanding?
I n the table below it is shown that most of the colleges have
relied upon representation at national meetings as the primary
procedure for maintaining faculty contact with trends and changes
in the main-stream of American culture. Very likely, attending
national education meetings is helpful, but the contribution of such
meetings is mainly at the level of general stimulation. Our colleges do need philosophical stimulation, but much more than this
they need this stimulation, plus basic information transmitted to
the entire college staff, filtering downward into the very core of
the school's philosophy, values, curriculum, and activities so that
the end product is a different kind of Negro student who can meet
the demands and assume the responsibilities of the general culture.
Either of the facets (philosophy, values, curriculum, activities,
product) is inadequate without the other: philosophy exalts purpose and establishes conviction. Values are wants that express
themselves in choices and general action. Curriculums exist only
to give organization to worthwhile human experiences. Activities
are valuable only to the extent that they lead to the seriouslysought end-in-view. No education is good unless its products
"stand up" anywhere and at anytime.
What Colleges Are Doing To Keep The Faculty In Contact With
Main A v enues Of Civ ilization

College
Employing
Use of Guest Speakers and Consultants. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
Encourage Extensive Traveling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
Grant Sabbatical Leaves.... ....... ...... ... . ...... . ..
2
Faculty Representation at National Education
Meetings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9
Not Anything . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
Device

. Of course further investigation is needed to discover the specific scop e of these contacts. It would be revealing to know
whether the contacts are limited to the field of Education or exte?ded to such areas as industry, government, and the like. You
will observe that four institutions indicated that n ot h ing is being
done ~o keep their personnel in contact with the general culture.
Even 1f they do not mean it an attitude is evinced. The information submitted_ concerning the work experience faculty members
have had outs1d€ of the teaching profession shows that the teaching personnel in land grant colleges, to a great extent, is isolated.
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Work Experience of Faculty Outside of ihe Teaching Profession

Experience
Colleges
Staff Members of U. S. Department of Agriculture ..... .
2
Work with TVA ..... . .... ... . . . .......... . . ... .. . .. .
2
Research for Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Michigan ..
1
City Planning . ......... . .. ........ . . ............... .
1
Legal Studies ..... . . ............. .. . ..... . ......... .
1
Government Work ...... . .......... . . . .......... . ... .
3
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All of us presidents must r ealize that an institution's faculty
is its most effective means of communication with the social order
in which it operates. Hence, it is important that necessary steps
be taken to cultivate this means of communication so that like
an electronic transmitter, it will be sen sitive to every pulse beat
of society.
Research

Presently, America is manifesting more interest in research
than ever before. This interest finds expression practically in
every phase of human living. Industries and governmental agencies constantly are seeking men w ho are capable of conducting
research. What, then, is the status of research in Negro land grant
colleges?
Only seven of the fourteen Negro land grant colleges indicated
that they had a research budget for 1952-1953. Funds allotted
ranged from $3,000.00 to $8,200.00. That so few of the colleges
make provisions for a research budget indicates that (1) the colleges do not value research or (2) that research is not highly regarded in the value system by which the colleges operate. This
is particularly significant in view of the tendency in the edu cation
world to regard research as one of the important indices of scholarship.
Pursuing the question further, the presidents were asked to
list the research projects that had been pursued since 1942. The
data revealed that a total of 37 research studies had been completed. Significantly, most of them, as shown in the table below,
were in the area of Education. Educational research is needed and
is valuable, but there is a serious question as to its relative importance as over against research in such areas as agricultural economics, human relations, applied science; field s which are presenting us with our most pressing probl m s.
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Re search Projects Compl eted S ince 1942

Number
Area
8
Agriculture
.. . ........ - .. - - - • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
6
Sociology .............. . .. - . • • • - - • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
2
Home Economics . . .. .. ..... . . - - • • • • - • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
1
Health .................... - - - - . • • - - • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
1
Electronics . . ............. - .. - - • - • - • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
1
Biology .... . ................... • • - • • - • · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
15
Education
........... . . - - .. . - • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
3
Religion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
More than half of the research projects reported were centered
in two colleges. Most of these projects were in Education and the
result of research carried on by graduate students.
Vocational Emphasis

Nothing is more vital to the Negro today than the need for
breaking the vicious circle relative to employment of Negroes.
Many educators charged with the responsibility of planning educational programs for Negroes have maintained that it is futile to
prepare Negroes for new vocations because they will not be employed. At the same time employers for various agencies state
that Negroes would be hired, but they lack the training. For this
vicious circle to continue to exist would be inconsistent with the
social transformation described earlier. In accordance with this
point of view, Arnold Rose in his publication "The Negro in
America" states:
It must seem unrealistic and even dangerous to the future
of young Negroes to encourage them to take vocational training in fields where they will be barred later on. On the other
hand, to avoid such training means to accept and strengthen
the system of exclusion, since then no Negroes will ever be
equipped to challenge it.
It is safe to conclude that if Negro land grant colleges continue to limit the scope of their instructional program (1) to vocations in which Negroes traditionally have been employed, or (2)
to those which are appropriately being taught in the curricula of
schools below the college level, or (3) to those which are being
taught by industrial agencies, they would be retarding rather than
facilitating the efforts of the Negro to become an integral part of
the American economy .
I n the magazine section of a great daily newspaper, dated
J une 26, 1951, the author wrote an interesting and revealing review of the demand for college graduates. He stated that because
of the demand placed on man power by war related industries
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and military services, the job outlook for college graduates is
better now than it has been for many, many years. He went on to
say that, according to information revealed from a survey of
seventy-five selected colleges, many graduates received and are
receiving three to five offers for jobs. Significantly the demand is
for engineers, physicists, chemists, social workers, and for business administrators. Cornell University, says he, reported that
the demand has been so great for its graduates that many industrial employers seeking workers had to be turned away. School
papers on several campuses, coop erating with industries, carried
want-help ads. Princeton stated that job-placement this year is
best in Princeton's history.
Not only is the "cream of the crop" in demand, but the
mediocre graduate is finding it exceptionally easy to get a good
job.
Even colleges for women are experiencing little difficulty in
locating jobs for their graduates.
It is to be noted that this a uthor did not even include the
Negro colleges in his survey because the number of N egro colleges training and graduating students in these strategic fields
are virtually nil. Chemists, physicists, engineers, business administrators and the like apparently are to be found in the white
colleges and not the Negro colleges.
A study of college graduates made for Time Magazine by a
most reputable institution sheds further corroborative light on
this spirit of a lack of venturesomeness: Although the sampling
might have been improved, it was revealed that the white American college graduate is a conservative person. On the basis of
history, plus the contemporary scene, logic would suggest that
the graduate of the Negro college would at least be liberal in
behavior pattern if not radical. Yet, startlingly so this study found
that the gradu ate of the Negro college was even more conservative
than his white counterpart. Many of these Negro graduates were
even anti-New Deal.
Herein seems to lie the source of the lack of venturesomeness
on the p art of our students and the challenge to us to explode
every legitimate weapon to convert them to an adventurous life.
The information available for this report, then , leads to the
generalization that apparently there is no strong consciousness on
the part of these colleges of the need to d'o anything of an unusual
nature to encou rage students to prepare for new fields. As shown
below, there is the tendency for colleges to employ stereotyped
techniques in trying to encourage students to venture. Utilizing
such means as chapel talks, career conferences, and brochures are
ineffective in changing the v ocational goals of Negro students who
feel secure (and whose parents feel secure) when preparing for
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traditional jobs but insecure when preparing for entrance into
new fields. NEW, CREATIVE AND DYNAMIC TECHNIQUES
MUST BE FOUND AND USED IN ORIENTATING OUR STUDENTS TO BROADER VOCATIONAL CHOICES .
What Is Being Done to F ind New Employment Opportu nities

No. of Colleges
Employing

Techniques
Career Conferences
Placement Bureau ........... . ......... • • • • • • • • • ·
Personal Visits to Industries . . ... . . . ... . .... . . .. . .
Conferences with Representatives of Industry ... .. .
Other ..... . ..................... . ... . - • • • • • • • • •

4

5
1
3
2

Before bringing this report to a close, it is essential that attention be directed to the extension programs of Negro land grant
colleges, especially the agricultural extension program. We are
all familiar with the traditional pattern of agricultural extension.
The concern here is, in view of the industrial revolution in process
in the South, what are the implications for agricultural extension?
A significant aspect of the industrial revolution in the South
involves the application of the science of technology to farming
and the resultant decline in the importance of the agriculture industry as a source of employment. To survive in the agriculture
industry today one needs (1) to know scientific farming, (2) to know
how to interpret economic trends, (3) to have an understanding
of business practices, (4) to know how to use and service farm
machinery, and (5) to have access to capital. Those who do not
have these requirements migrate to urban areas. This partly explains the fact that in 1940, 40 % of the non-white workers were
employed in agriculture, whereas in 1950, 29 % were in agriculture.
The movement of workers from the farm to the city or urban
areas is a general trend. But since it is the thesis of this presentation that Negroes become an integral part of the total economy,
it is desirable that some Negroes remain in the field of agriculture.
The imperative is that those who do remain in agriculture play
a role consistent with changes in farm practice. Hence, the extension program of Negro land grant colleges should provide for both
those who are now employed in agriculture and for those who
contemplate entering agriculture such contacts with persons, agen cies and institutions that would enable them to acquire the science,
the economics, and the business knowhow essential to success in
the field.
This study revealed that efforts to help Negro farmers to
adjust to new farming practices are rather meager. Several presidents indicated that their colleges sponsored workshops and clinics,
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but not enough was said to measure the quality of the efforts.
It should be mentioned that the practice of sponsoring workshops,

clinics, and conferences once a year is not sufficient. These efforts
must be continuous and decentralized.
The common practice of providing merely some form of extension services for farmers and school workers or providing for
them to the neglect of other adults need to be discouraged, especially since Negro adults in all phases of social living need help
during this period of transition. Moreover, we should point-up
the need for workers-education programs, not just because the
Negro increasingly is becoming a potent force in the American
labor movement, but because the working masses need to be
liberated. Further, in accordance with democratic ideals, workers
need to be equipped for intelligent participation, individu ally and
organizationally, in the American social order. As summarized by
L. 0. Kattsoff in the November, 1950 issue of The Educational
Forum, the aim of workers-education must be to provide workers
with the knowledge needed to meet their problems as workers, as
citizens, as individuals, and (probably) as union members.
Apparently, practically nothing is being done in the area of
workers-education• in land grant colleges for Negroes. It is instructive to observe that what was called workers education by
many presidents fell into the category of vocational training. It is
essential that workers education be distinguished from vocational
or technical education.
Summ ing Up
It has not been the intention of this presentation to convey the
idea that Negro land grant colleges should be orientated in terms
of the vocational needs of the Negro. For as indicated in the l and
grant act:

. . . . the leading object shall be, without excluding other
scientific and classical studies, and including military tactics,
to teach such branches of learning as are related to our agriculture and the mechanic arts, in such manner as the legislatures of the states may respectively prescribe, in order to
promote the liberal and practical education of the industrial
classes in the several pursuits and professions of life.
Yet we should ever be mindful of the fact that land grant
colleges are for the industrial classes and aimed at their ultimate
liberation as citizens, as workers, and as individuals, so that the
result will be intelligent participation in group living. For these
classes and for our youth , society is and will become more highly
competitive on a scale transcending the community and the nation;
•.\111011µ- :-/(•gro La11d ,rant C'nllPgE'H \\"e~t Ylrgi11i11 Rtaf c C'ollrg
uuique in its attt•1111H to t~x11loit tl1i:-; area of t•d11 cntio11.
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it will extend to the world. Simultaneously, for these classes and
for our youth, society is also cooperative. The processes of competition and cooperation can be made to facilitate intelligent participation in societal affair. leading to the development of a true
sense of social responsibility. This can be done with vigor yet in
grace. If we would listen to Toynbee, we would take fresh courage at this thought for he has told us that the special endowment
of the American Negro in this regard, may be the life-preserver of
western civilization.
If we would save western civilization would it be selfish to ask
that we give some thought to saving ourselves?
In terms of the frame of reference used in this presentation,
Negro land grant colleges have an opportunity to make a great
place for themselves in history. Just as the private Negro college
wrote its permanent page following Emancipation the present problems of the Negro are as unique as those he experienced immediately after the Civil War when his was the struggle to adjust
to a new position as an emancipated man. He was illiterate. He
had no trained teachers. Many Southern whites opposed any form
of education for him, or any type economy above the common labor
level. During this period, schools like Fisk, Hampton, Tougaloo,
Straight, and Talladega, met the challenge. They were instruments
. . . . instrum"2nts in the orientation of the Negro to his new position in society. In the words of Oliver Cox, "these schools laid an
imperishable foundation of Negro education in the South."
Whether we like it or not, based upon the information submitted to me by the presidents of the Negro land grant colleges,
we have not awakened sufficiently seriously to the absolute necessity and urgency of finding creative and vital approaches to the
new orientation of the Negro in American and world society.
Please do not misunderstand me. I have not spoken negatively
critically of our Negro Land Grant Colleges. My personal opinion,
which I believe can be supported by objective evidence is that as
a group, they are the strongest colleges in the Negro American
higher education complex. What I am saying is that the forces
of democracy and of life are propelling us into a current demanding that we change our focus from improving the Negro to creating
a human being.
Into the crucible must go our old instruments out of which
we must forge new tools.
We must retool to create a new product to meet the new needs
of a new society.
Time Is Running Out. Yet, I contend that enough does remain
for the Negro land grant college to make its contribution by formulating an educational program that will facilitate the great transition now in process and gaining momentum by the second.
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PRESENTATION OF A P ICTURE OF THE JOB NOW BEING
CARRIED ON BY LAND GRAN T COLLEGES FOR NEGROES
By E. M. Norris
Head of the Departm ent of Agricultural Education and Itinerant
Teacher-Trainer Prairie Vie w A. & M. College

There are several different approaches that might be made to
determine the job being done by Land Grant Colleges for Negroes.
I have elected to use college catalogs as the instrument for capturing this refection.
The college catalog is what a prospective student has from
which to conceive the likeness of the Institution he may attend.
The catalog, in spite of its erstwhile inaccuracies, is the best
available instrument for this purpose, for after all it is a sort of
contract of the college with the public it is to serve. A college
catalog has three primary functions:
serves as a handbook for the faculty by including the
courses, curricula, regulations, entrance requirements,
fees, et cetera, for the current year.
(2) It provides for the current student body and for the prospective students a complete statement of the of!erings of the
University or college and details of admission requirements, regulations, et cetera.
(3) It carries along from year to year an historical record of
the changes in the stafI and offerings of the Institution.

(1) It

In view of these functions I have turned to a study of the
current catalog of these member colleges for a picture o.f the job
now being carried on by them.
The former speaker laid out beautifully and clearly the purpose and function of the Land Grant College.
The founding Philosophy and Purposes of these colleges have
had ninety years of exposure to a changing social order of vigorous,
revolting, developing and maturing young America.
A.

College Objectives

As we focus for a close-up shot of what the member colleges
of this conference are doing now, let us see what these colleges
say they are doing in terms of presently stated Philosophies and
Objectives in published literature distributed by them. Most of
the colleges state these in some fashion in their catalogs.
Two of these colleges fail to state the educational obj ectives
of their existence and operation in their catalogs. Four others
although they do not state general objectives for the over-all programs do state objectives for the major academic units of organization. Eleven others state with varying emphasis institution-wide
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objectives and departmental objectives as well. Some of these objectives are stated generally and / or specifically from the utilitarian
point of view, while others, though somewhat insubstantive and
imponderable, are quite qualifying in terms of life values.
To give you a few illustrations in point:
.. . . .... .. ... . "A Land-Grant Institution, the college, through
its various divisions as prescribed by Legislation of the State, has
the following objectives:"
I.

To aid its students to attain the maximum growth in personality and achievement.
II. To prepare its students for intelligent, effective, and
loyal participation in all phases of life-in the family,
community, state, nation, and the world.
III. To serve the Commonwealth by the study of life in the
State and by the fullest cooperation with all agencies
that seek to achieve conditions under which every individual may have the opportunity to share in the common life according to his interests and capacities .

•

•

•

With a world and nation perspective, ................ devotes
attention to those persistent problems peculiar to life in ...... . .. .
and the South. It gives courageous, frank, and intelligent consideration to the manner in which conditions of poverty, insecurity, mobility, lack of initiative and responsibility, poor housing, dietary
deficiency, poor sanitation and disease, and cultural poverty can
be alleviated.

•

•

•

In the light of the above, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . strives to inculcate
the will for and knowledge of attitudes and techniques that will
improve relationships between the two primary racial groups residing in this area.

•

•

•

The . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . aims to prepare men and women for
larger usefulness. Students are led to a realization of the highest
ideals of character, scholarship, and productive service in a democratic atmosphere that combines vocational preparation with a
liberal education through a diversified training program .

•

•

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . attempts to serve the colored citizens of
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . at the point of their greatest needs and en deavors to bring the student's training into closer relationship with
life's occupations.
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The central theme of the philosophy of the institution is that
education must have the objective of making a worthwhile life
and a respectable living.

•

•

•

... ......... . .. . , a Negro Land-Grant College, exists for the
purpose of promoting through instruction the practical applications of knowledge to specific life situations.
The five basic areas of service are as follows:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

To provide training for a cultural background, health, balanced personality and normal social adjustment.
The training of teachers for those branches of service
which meet the common demands of the state.
The training in definite skills, which enables those taught
to attain greater economic freedom.
To provide pre-professional training.
To promote research work directed toward solving group
problems.

•

•

•

The aim of the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . is to develop students with
well-integrated personalities for effective living in modern society.
To realize this aim the following specific functions are emphasized: to develop a general appreciation of the humanities, the natural and the social sciences, as evidence of what man has achieved
and as basis for creative thought and action relative to current
social problems: To develop specialized interests and to afford opportunities for intensive training within the foregoing fields or the
applied sciences, which should involve an understanding of the
fundamental principles of vocational and industrial aspects of life
accompanied by experiences in the application of these principles.
In addition, an endeavor is made to fortify students with mental and physical health attitudes and habits of a high degree, and
to train them to speak and write English forcefully and clearly.

• • •
To provide a rich background for the appreciation of culture;
To increase competence for earning a living;
To introduce the student to the best in thought and life.
In other words, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . aims to enable young men
and women to live in accordance with the highest ideals and practices of good citizenship. These aims point to self-realization, right
human-relationships, economic efficiency, civic responsibility and
religious balance in the students of this college.
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B.

Departmentali:ration
To perform these high and holy functions these colleges have
organized curricular layouts and assembled facilities-human and
physical-to this end.
The most common pattern for academic organization followed
by these institutions is that of five major units usually called:

Agriculture
Mechanic Arts
Home Economics
Education
Arts and Sciences
This listing by no means indicates the ranking order of emphasis placed upon these units in the various institutions. These
units are called by various names, colleges, schools, divisions and
departments. Some institutions use one of these terms in reference to certain of these units and another in reference to other
un its. One institution designates its over-all program as the (1)
College of Arts (2) School of Law and the (3) School of J ournalism.
Within the College of Arts and Sciences are departments of Agriculture, Art, Biology, Chemistry, Business Administration , Education and Psychology, English, Foreign Languages, Geography, History and Government, Home Economics, Library Science, Mathematics, Mechanic Arts and Military Science and Tactics.
Another institution has nine major units of comparable standing:
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

School of Agriculture
School of Arts and Sciences
School of Commerce
School of Education
School of Home Economics
School of Industries
Division of Graduate Studies
Division of Basic Education
Division of Field Services

Another institution has three major units:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Division of Arts and Sciences
Division of Education P sychology
Division of Vocational Education

Another institution has eleven divisions :
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

Agriculture
Humanities
Home Economics
Law
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(5) Mechanical Engineering and Mechanic Arts
(6) Military Science
(7) Natural Science
(8) Mathematics
(9) Nursing Education
(10) Pharmacy
(11) Social Studies
Another institution, calling its major units departments has
eleven:
(1) Agriculture
(2) Business Administration
(3) Home Economics
(4) English Language and Literature
(5) Romance Language and Literature
(6) History and Government
(7) Sociology and Economics
(8) Biology
(9) Chemistry
(10) Mathematics and Physics
(11) Industrial Arts

It is to be noted that attached to some of these institutions are
units of law, pharmacy, journalism, nursing education and air
science.
To facilitate reference I shall use the name department for a
grouping of courses, along with administrative and instructional
staff in connection with a major area of concentration in a particular academic discipline. Using the term in this sense the range
in number of departments is from 14 for two institutions to 86 in
another.
The names of these departments are legion-ranging from
Fine Arts to Industrial Arts; from Theory and Composition of
Music to Foundry Engineering, from Business Education to Religious Education.
C. Course Offerings

The number of courses listed as the offerings of each institution range from 284 for one to 1882 for another. The combined listing of courses for all these institutions is 11,054.
These unusual features may be noted in the listings of different
institutions. One institution offers 55 courses in English, 62 courses
in History, 47 courses in Psychology, 53 courses in Electrical Engi neering and 57 courses in Chemistry.
Another institution has 26 courses in Drama another has 346
courses in Music, another 147 courses in Music, a'nother 31 courses
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in Business Education, another 24 courses in Air Science, another
22 courses in Air Education, another 37 courses in French and 36
courses in Spanish.
As a basis for comparison of institutions I have used Agriculture, Mechanics Arts, Home Economics, Arts and Sciences and
Education to denote the grouping of courses offered in the different
institutions.
Th e institution with 1,882 courses has 222 in Agriculture, 279
in Mechanic Arts, 137 in Home E conomics, 162 in Education and
1,082 in Arts a nd Sciences. Only three of these colleges list over
100 courses in Agriculture, nine list less than 75 and 6 list less than
50. One institution has 395 courses in Mechanic Arts. Two list
more than 200 courses in Mechanic Arts, none list less than 50
courses and only five list less than 75 courses. One college lists 137
courses in Home Economics. Only three of the seventeen institutions list more than 50 courses in Home Economics. Twelve have
less than 40 courses in Home Economics. One institution has 162
courses in Education, no other institution has as many as a hundred. The modal range of 30 to 60 courses in Education covers 12
of the 17 institutions. One institution has 1,082 courses in Arts
and Sciences, another 670 while the other 15 institutions have less
than 450 each. Eleven institutions have between 200 and 450
courses in Arts and Sciences.
D. Faculty, Size, Training and Source of Training.

For the job of Academic Administration and Instruction in
the departments and the 11,054 courses listed by these member
institutions there is employed 1,996 persons. Included in this number are those whose level of training may be described as follows:
133 with no Degree
524 with the Baccalaureate Degree
1,089 with the Masters Degree
250 with the Doctor Degree
Each of two institutions have 35 staff members holding the
doctorate, another has 28 and another 22. An unusual observation
regarding the staff of this latter institution; 17 percent hold the
Doctorate Degree, at three institutions twenty percent or more of
the staff are trained to the level of the Doctorate. At one of these
21 on a staff of 83, or 25 percent hold the Doctors Degree. At the
lower end of the range is one institution with two percent of the
staff holding the Doctors Degree.
Another way of describing the wide variation: at one institution only 13 percent of the staff have less than the Masters Degree
while at another institution 89 percent of the staff have less than
the Masters Degree.
8fi

New York Universi ty .... ... . . . • •. • • • • • • • · · · ·
Hampton Institute ... .. ...... . • • . . • • • • • • • • • ·
University of Michigan .............. • • • • • • • •
Atlanta University ...... . .. . .......... • • • • •
University of Wisconsin ... . .. .... . .... . .... •
University of Chicago ..... . . ... . .. ...... • • • •
Cornell University . .. ....... . ... . ... . • • • • • • •
University of Illinois ... . ..... . ............. .
Iowa State College ........ . ... ....... .... . . .
Fisk University .. . .. .... ......... .... . . .
Indiana University ......... . ...... . ... . ... .
Tuskegee Institute .. .. . . . . ..... .... . .... . . . .
State University of Iowa ...... . .. . .. . ... ... . .
Michigan State College ..................... .
Northwestern University ................... .
Morehouse College ........................ .
Kansas State College ..... . . ... .. ..... . .... . .
University of Minnesota . .. . ................ .
Lincoln University ................ . ... .. . . .

72
69
64
62
55
54

50
48
43

41
36
34
33
28
23
23
23

19
18

Among the many other institutions represented were such
schools as General Motors Institute, Pratt University, Carnegie Institute of Technology, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Chicago Art Institute, New York Institute of Photography, University
of Georgia and Bradley Polytechnic Institute. Also there were
some foreign institutions:
University of London
University of Paris
University of Montreal
University of Havana
University of Mexico
University of Zurich
University of Hawaii
Sorbonne in Paris
E.

Library

Each institution seem s to have a trained staff, though of limited
size, for performing Library S ervices-the ran ge b ein g from nine
for one institution to o ne for a nothe r. In several cases it seems
that the status of the library st aff was m ore clerical than p rofessional.
At ten of the institutio ns the library had its own building.
At the other seven hous ing was shared with other services.
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F.

Personnel Services

More and more organized personnel services in counseling,
guidances and culture sequences are becoming an integral part
of the program of an educational institution of standard rank.
Each institution studied announces some form of personnel work.
Ten institutions have a person designated as the coordinator or director of these services.
This officer or office is given such titles as:
( 1)
(2)
(3)
( 4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

Director of Personnel and Guidance
Director of Student Personnel
Dean of Students
Office of Student Personnel Services
Director of Guidance
Office of Student Personnel and Placement
Office of Personnel Service
College Guidance Center
Director of Personnel Services and Coordinator of
Student Activities
Director of Student Life
College Counseling Coordinator

I have attempted to give you a picture of what these institutions are doing in terms of:
(1)

(2)
(3)
( 4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Fabricating a working p hilosophy and purp ose
Academic organization as a framework for curricular
offerings
Quantitative offerings as indicated by number of
courses listed
Kinds of course offerings
Man power used to execute the academic load of curricular offerings
Selections of man power on the basis of training as
to level and source of training
The place of the library in the academic organization
Consideration given to personnel services

G. Limitations of the Study

I have purposely steered clear of giving an opinion as to what
is good or bad, or of making any comparisons with standards or
norms.
These I leave to be done by other speakers to follow on this
program.
However, there is just this one comparison I wish to make,
in passing, and I use these catalogs in the construction of comparative bar graphs. I have assembled all the catalogs of the
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Negro Land Grant Colleges and the catalogs of all the White Land
Grant Colleges in these same states. This stack is representative
of what our colleges are doing. The other stack is representative
of the work being done in these other Land Grant Colleges. You
will note that this latter stack or bar is more than tw ice as high
as the other.
This discussion has been confined to the program of resident
instruction in these colleges. It is obvious that a catalog account
does not give a picture of work being done in the other two phases
of the Land-Grant College program, namely: Cooperative Extension and Research. From the reports of this conference for the
last four or five years I see you have given lots of . attention to
the Extension phases of your programs. You have had surveys
made of what is going on in the programs for Negroes and you
have had, also, ranking members of the Cooperative Extension
Staff, here in W ashington, to come over and discuss this program
with you. The research program in Agriculture is just beginning
to show promise in two or three of the colleges. Perhaps the
better thing to do in a study of Research Programs at this stage
of development is to determine how accomplishments have been
made rather than what accomplishments have been made.
Further I think there is justification in examining the programs of resident instruction in preference to the other two for
reasons as follows:
(1)

Since the Extension Service must depend on the resident training program to provide personnel, the Extension Service can hardly be superior to or even
different, in quality, from the nurture provided for
it in the training program for its workers. Except
for the enhancements or handicaps provided by administration the Extension Program should reflect
the program of resident instruction.

(2)

A Land-Grant College would hardly have a strong
program of research and at the same time a weak
program of resident instruction, because a good deal
of the "footwork" and basis operations in Extensive
Research must depend on the "student-turn-of-mind"
-an essential of a sound program of instruction.
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PURPOSE AND FUNCTION OF THE LAND GRANT COLLEGE
By
T. R. Solomon
Reg is:trar and D irec:tor o f Admissions
Prairie View A . & M. College

The United States represents a revolution in human affairs,
which has been in preparation for many hundreds of years, but
which was actually undertaken in the eighteenth century and has
been carried on ever since. It is the revolution of the human individual against all forms of enslavement; against all forms of
earthly power, whether spiritual, political, or economic, that seek
to govern man without consulting his individual will.
This special status of the individual is couched in certain
rights with which everyone is endowed. It is specifically stated
in the Declaration of Independence that man is endowed with
these rights by his Creator; the rights, therefore, are not manmade, but God made. They are "unalienable," grounded in the universe itself, reflecting universal laws of nature: that is to say,
they are natural, not merely political rights. The human individual
is clothed with them and no other man or group of men is entitled by God's law to strip them from him. The three natural
rights mentioned in the Declaration of Independence are Life,
Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness.
These natural rights have not been mere theories in America.
They have lived in the hearts of the people. They actuated the
Revolutionary War, the Civil War and much thereafter. American
history has been a struggle to define and implement these rights,
and that struggle is still going on. The great social issues of
our time can be construed as an attempt to re-define the right
to Life in terms of industralized society. From the Right to Liberty there spring all the political safeguards that Americans have
erected to protect the individual. And the Right to the Pursuit of
Happiness, if as yet less well defined, opens up for the individual
the opportunity to develop himself according to his own cultural,
and spiritual lights.
The individual lives surrounded by darkness. He is a mere
candle. The task of the permanent revolution is to increase the
light of that candle, the light of every candle, so that one light
may reach to another light and the darkness may thus be dispelled. We have gained in the first place the principle that every
candle has a right to shine. That is the political right. We have
made extraordinary progress in the direction of providing every
candle with the material fuel that it needs. That is the economic
right.
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These then represent the eighteenth century philosophy of the
American Revolution which has carried us on to the present time
as a base from which to operate in our complex society. At the
same time that the philosophy of life, liberty and pursuit of happiness was being proclaimed to the world a new experiment in
government was being organized in the Articles of Confederation,
the first Constitution of the United States. It is interesting to note
that the claims to land not yet settled by the colonies became an
obstacle to the formation of the new government. Such states as
Maryland, Pennsylvania, Delaware, New Jersey, New Hampshire,
and Rhode Island had no claims to western land. Fear that the
greater expansion of the states with western claims might impair
their own relative importance, and jealousy because the fortunate
states could use the western lands to pay off war debts, motivated
these six states to repeated demands that the trans-Allegheny
region be turned over to the national government. The fight was
led by Maryland, who had demanded as early as 1779 "that a
country unsettled at the commencement of this war, claimed by
the British Crown, and ceded to it by the Treaty of Paris if .wrested
from the common enemy by the blood and treasure of the thirteen
states, should be considered as common property, subject to be
parceled out by Congress into free, convenient, and independent
governments, in such manner and at such times as the wisdom
of the assembly shall hereafter direct." Later Maryland refused
to ratify the Articles of Confederation until the States with claims
promised to give them up. This they eventually did, though it was
not until 1802 that Georgia, the last state turned over her lands.
With the acquisition of the land Congress was confronted
with the problem of disposing of this land to the best advantage
of the people and the government. The method by which a large
part of the American continent was to be transferred from the
government to private ownership was obviously a matter of primary significance. Congress under the Articles of Confederation
made a beginning in the Land Ordinance of 1785. This provided
(1) for a rectangular survey by the government, (2) for the setting
aside of one thirty-sixth of the land for educational purposes, and
!3) for the establishment of land offices for the sale of public lands
at low prices. After a north and south line, known as the "prime
meridan" had been established (the first one set up being the present boundary between Ohio and Indiana), an east-west base line
was established to intersect it at right angles. From the intersection of the prime meridian and the base line the surveyors ran out
perpendicular lines at six-mile intervals. The crossing of these
lines divided the land into squares containing 36 square miles.
Each of th~s~ squ_ares was to be a township and was subsequently
to be subd1v1d_ed mto 3~ squares, each one mile square (640 acres) ,
known as sections, Section 16 being reserved for the support of the
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common schools. Most of the states admitted after 1842 reserved
also Section 36 for school purposes, thus setting aside for education
one-eighteenth of the land surveyed. In the history of American
land policy the Ordinance of 1785 proved as fundamental as the
Ordinance of 1787 did in the political life of the new West. The
method outlined in 1785 was generally followed during the next
century.
Because the Northwest Ordinance of 1787 laid down the procedure upon which new states might organize it has rightly received great emphasis from political historians. But it also had
social and economic results of great importance. It established for
the first time in history the principle that colonies were to be
considered as an extension of the mother country and were to be
put on an equal footing in every respect. The mercantilist idea
that they existed for the benefit of the mother country was abandoned. The Ordinance prohibited slavery; guaranteed life, liberty,_
property and religious freedom; and encouraged education. It did
much to encourage millions to move westward.
The revolution which had commenced was continuing with a
revolutionary land policy, revolutionary territorial and colonial
policy under the new revolutionary government down the years.
The United States of America became the land of opportunity
which beckoned the oppressed and freedom loving people to inhabit the wide open spaces on rich fertile lands.
There was speculation in land and there was perhaps some governmental official influence in some of the sales. But the basic
idea was sound; land for sale cheap to settlers, land for educational purposes and finally land for revenue and the public welfare-railroads, roads, etc.
In the wake of the revolutionary land policy moved the farmers from the old states where the soil had been depleted to the
new fertile lands. Since America was an agricultural country
with plenty of fertile land nearly all of the population was engaged in agriculture as the basic industry. Whatever the situation
was in the eighteenth century and the years immediately following, the philosopher of the Revolution, Thomas Jefferson held
that "no society can make a perpetual constitution. The earth belongs always to the living generation."
Johnathan B. Turner set forth this premise: "All civilized
society is necessarily divided into two distinct cooperative, not
antagonistic classes. A small class whose proper business it is to
teach the true principles of religion, law, medicine, science, art,
and literature; and a much larger class who are engaged in some
form of labor in agriculture, commerce, and the arts."
A university is needed for the industrial classes to enable
them to realize their objectives-also subordinate institutions.
There should be land for experiments in agriculture and horticulture, buildings, apparatus, animals and plants.
9]

Instruction should be given in all those studies and sciences
of whatever sort which tend to throw light upon any art, or employment, which any student may be called upon to perform;
or which may lend to secure his moral, civil, social and industrial
perfection, as a man.
Education of this type when advocated by Turner, the agricultural societies, and members of Congress in mid-nineteenth century
was truly revolutionary in educational circles.
In fact, up until as late as the Civil War, training in religion
was a predominant concern of American colleges and the curricula
were quite standardized. Even when the Morrill Act was passed
in 1862 there was no college that could properly be called a college of Arts and Sciences. Of the approximately two hundred
institutions of higher learning offering classical courses leading
to the A. B. degree there was none that had recognized sciences as
a respectable part of the body of knowledge that went into the
making of an educated man. Science courses were offered at several of the older universities, but they were lecture and textbook
offerings with no laboratory work. Admission to college was upon
the basis of examinations in Latin, Greek, English grammar,
geography, mathematics, and sometimes history. There were practically no professional schools even for law or medicine, which
were "read" with a Master already in the profession. College catalogues were static and uniform.
General education or education to provide all citizens with a
common background for civic and social participation was confined
to the elementary schools, for which public lands in the new
states had been made available in the revolutionary land policy,
because social demands were comparatively simple and higher
education was symbolic of the intellectually and socially elite.
The real move to bring a more functional and a more democratic higher education to the people of the United States began
with the Morrill Act of 1862. This act grew out of a vague and
nebulous feeling that crystallized into a realization that commercial, industrial and intellectual development of the nation depended upon the higher education of the masses. The scientific,
technical, and practical studies as applied to the occupations in
which the vast majority of the people were engaged had no place
in the college curricula of that day. It was revolutionary thought
and action in education which broke away from the traditional
pattern.
The land-grant-college is so named from the Morrill Act of
C_ongress, approved by Abraham Lincoln in 1862. This law provided a grant of land to each state on the basis of 30,000 acres
for each member of Congress. The land thus granted was to be
sold and the proceeds invested in state certificates of indebtedness at five percent interest. The income thus secured was to be
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used for the "endowment, support, and maintenance (in each
state) of at least one college where the leading object shall be,
without excluding other scientific and classical studies and including military tactics, to teach such branches of learning as are
related to agriculture and the mechanic arts in such manner as
the legislatures of the states may prescribe in order to promote
the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes in the
several pursuits and professions of life."
It should be noted that the funds resulting from the sales of
land were to be expended for purposes named in the law, and that
these provisions must be accepted by the state legislatures. This
basic provision in the first Morrill Act is the constitution of the
land grant college, truly a revolutionary institution. The law
states with considerable clarity the broad objectives of these institutions-, but it does not undertake to decide the means by which
these objectives are to be attained. The act also recognizes clearly
the rights of the states in the clause which reads "in such manner
as the legislatures may respectively prescribe." This would seem
to give to the legislatures far greater authority in determining
the actual means of reaching the major objectives than is generally known and much greater authority than any legislature has
yet assumed. The legislatures of the several states have been
generally content to accept the provisions of the bill, locate the
institution, and then leave all educational policies to faculties and
governing boards of the institutions. No serious attempt has ever
been made, either by the states or the federal government, to control the curriculum or to "prescribe" the specific subject matter
of these institutions.
The land grant college is perhaps the only institution of college grade which has come into being as the result of a deep-seated
and urgent demand of the common people, particularly farmers,
for an education adapted to their special needs. This new educational reform sprang, not from the educational philosophers or the
professional teachers, but from the rank and file of the people
themselves. While the bill itself included provisions for instruction in industrial and mechanical arts, the impetus for the passage
of the bill came primarily from the farmers and those interested
in the conservation and intelligent utilization of our land resources.
The later history of these institutions and their relations with the
federal and state governments seem to add force to the conclusion that the major influence in the progress and development
of these institutions is to be found in the continuous support of
farmers' organizations, farmers, farm people and social and economic groups directly or indirectly dependent on agriculture. Every
law of Congress appropriating funds for these institutions since the
passage of the Morrill Act and its subsequent amendments has been
for agricultural teaching, research or agricultural extension.
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It is the college of agriculture in the land grant college that
distinguishes it from all other colleges and universities and gives
to these federally endowed institutions their unique character and
their wide spread popularity. They may be rightfully called national colleges in the states.
What kind of an institution, after all, was envisaged by the
founders of the colleges of agriculture and mechanic arts? What
was hoped to be accomplished by these institutions? The administrators appointed to accomplish the purposes of the Act were
immediately confronted by the necessity of attempting to determine what were the real objectives contemplated by the Morrill
law. They had the law to guide them as well as the discussions of
Congress. They were familiar with the expressed opinion of farmers as to what they hoped might result from the establishment of
these colleges. There were various ideas expressed by experienced
educators. These opinions were not always in agreement. There
was not, in the beginning, any standard which could be utilized
for perfecting the organizations and administration of these institutions.
Educators, in general, seemed to be agreed that what the
farmer needed, was an education. The education that he needed
was the kind of literary education with which they were familiar.
The farmer on the other hand, wanted an education that would
help him solve his problems on the farm. It was perfectly clear
that Congress had in mind a kind of education that would be useful particularly to the industrial classes. These colleges were to be
based on the needs of rural people. The utility motive was to be
strongly emphasized. From the beginning, greater interest seemed
to revolve around the teaching of agriculture. Among people representing the industrial group, there was no great enthusiasm for
instruction in mechanic arts. It is apparent, therefore, from the
records and discussions that the founders were thinking of agritultural education rather than education for mechanics.
The author of the bill in Congress, Senator Morrill, on various
occasions expressed his opinions as to the real objectives of this
important legislation. On one occasion he said " We need to test
the natural capability of soils and the power of different fertilizers and the relative value of different grasses for flesh, fat, and
milk giving purposes ; the comparative value of grain, roots, and
hay for wintering stock ; the value of a bushel of corn peas carrots, potatoes, or turnips in pounds of beef, pork, or m~tton;' deep
plowing as well as draining ; vitality and deterioration of seeds,
etc. The graduates would know how to sustain American institutions with American vigor."
Dr. Arthur J. Klein in the survey of the land grant colleges
states that "It was one of the purposes of the Morrill Act to set
up beside and in contrast with these classical institutions another
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type of higher education which should emphasize the sciences
and their practical application ."
These institutions were to be creative. They were to create
new knowledge in the broad field of agriculture. They were not
to ignore all the values inherent in traditional knowledge but
they were actually through research and investigation, to solve the
problems of agriculture and rural life. In so doing they would
create an entirely new body of knowledge and this knowledge
would accomplish the major objectives of the founders.
It is to be remembered that in 1862 the subject matter of agriculture had not been organized, systematized, and put in teachable form. There was no adequate literature of agriculture. The
methods and practices of agriculture were based upon experience
and the early teachers of agriculture were hard put to it to develop the kind of courses contemplated by the founders and desired by farm people.
There was even disagreement as to the grade or level upon
which these institutions should be organized . This, too, in the
face of the federal law which explicitly provided for institutions
of college grade. So revolutionary was the idea of a college of
agriculture and mechanical arts that the then leaders in college
education were unprepared and unwilling to accept it. After all,
they argued, they can only be a trade school and while such
schools are very well in their place, they are not colleges. So in
the beginning these schools were not organized in such manner
as to be co-equal with standard colleges in requirements for admission or graduation. While they carried the designation of colleges they were, after all of little higher grade than our present
high schools. They represented a compromise in educational administration. Students of limited preparation were admitted. The
same high standards of scholarship required in a standard college
could not be maintained with such students.
For these reasons the colleges of agriculture for many years
were looked upon by the leaders in college education as institutions of a lower order. As time progressed these colleges of agriculture raised their requirements for admission, strengthened their
curricula and became real standard colleges in fact and in truth.
These advances in the progress of these institutions sometimes
came slowly and in each state were closely related to increased
number and efficiency of the public l.ligh schools and the general
rise in the intellectual level of rural people. Today the land grant
college is clearly a standard college providing a rigorous training
in science and its applications.
The provisions o[ th e first Morrill Act were clear as to the
broad objectives of the colleges of agriculture and mechanic arts,
but not so clear as to the means for obtaining these objectives. It
was to be left to the administrators of these institutions to deter-
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mine how the purposes of the Act were to be realized . There was
substantial difference of opinion among educators of the day as
to the means to be employed in providing higher education for
the industrial classes. Some light may be shed on these matters
by sampling the objectives in the catalogues of certain typical
institutions in the early years. In 1869 the Pre ident of Cornell
said the purpose of the college of agriculture was "to make master
farmers thoroughly based in the sciences relating to agriculture."
The catalogue of the University of Wisconsin in 1868-69 stated,
"It is the design of the University to give in this department
(agriculture) a thorough course of instruction directly pertaining
to agriculture, which will enable our graduates to conduct the
operation of a farm both intelligently and profitably." Michigan
State College, the first college of agriculture established in America, as early as 1855 stated in substance that "the chief purpose
and design of the college shall be to improve and teach the science
and practice of agriculture." In 1870 the University of Missouri
had but one agricultural course, entitled "Practical Agriculture."
In 1872 the catalogue showed the objective to be "The department of agriculture is concerned with diffusing agricultural knowledge and cultivating rural tastes." In 1873 the President of Kansas
State Agricultural College stated the general objectives of his institution as follows, "Whatever else may yet need to be tried there
is no use of repeating the experiment of flying a literary kite with
an agricultural tail, so often made in various quarters . . . . There
is nothing in it for the industrial student whose estate pays for
the kite." There was a trend from the beginning in the direction
of more technical agriculture in the curricula and with the increase of such courses there was a growing confidence on the part
of people interested in agricultural education.
It became apparent early that education in agriculture and
mechanic arts prepared men for other activities than farm management. The rapidly growing interest in agricultural education
created a nationwide demand for teachers of agriculture, investigators and agricultural specialists in many lines. This new demand
is reflected in the statement of purposes of some of the institutions.
In the catalogue of Cornell University in 1890 its objective was
"To educate men to become farmers in the broad sense of the
word or to become teachers of some one of the branches in the
agricultural colleges." In 1901 Iowa State Agricultural College
stated its purpose, "To make a foundation for the student upon
which he can build a successful career as a farmer or develop into
a specialist in the many possible lines that are branches of the
farm industry." In 1897 Michigan State College stated its objective
as "To afford instruction along lines that will be of particular
value to persons engaged in agricultural pursuits." In 1890 Wisconsin published this objective, "To give a thorough and intensive
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course of scientific instruction in which the leading subjects will
be those relating to agriculture."
It was not until the establishment of Agricultural Experiment
Stations by the passage of the Hatch Act in Congress in 1887 that
these institutions began to prove to farmers that science could
serve agriculture. These institutions also contributed a body of
knowledge based on scientific research which eventually made it
possible to formulate the subject of agriculture and organize it in
teachable form.
The early work of the land grant colleges cannot be said to
have been succussful. They served efficiently neither the purposes
of higher education nor did they contribute importantly to the
farmers as a class. They were groping for an educational program
that would honestly accomplish the fundamental objectives that
were envisaged by the friends of agricultural education.
In 1887 the same year that the Hatch Act was passed the
American Association of Land Grant Colleges was organized and
had a profound influence upon the development and general direction of educational effort in these institutions. The Association
brought together the best minds in agricultural education. By
conference and discussion there came to be a common agreement
upon the kind of subject matter and the sequence of courses
offered for the purpose of training young men and women for
agricultural careers. Some typical utterances of the leaders in the
Association might illustrate the trend. At the Association meeting
in 1912 President Brown of Alabama in describing the objectives
of the colleges of agriculture commented "Education that looks
to culture alone, while attractive and elevating in its nature and
refining in its influences, does not of itself, qualify the recipient
for active duties of life."
By 1910 there was a definite trend to specialization. At Michigan it was stated that the "content and purpose of agricultural
education in the Michigan Agricultural College was to give each
student an ovE!rview of the field of agriculture and to permit an
opportunity for specialization." The same year at Missouri the
objectives were stated as follows: "The agricultural course trains
men and women for successful agriculture. It educates farmers,
farm managers, fruit growers, grain growers and stockmen; it
prepares men for responsible positions as teachers and investigators in experiment stations and agricultural colleges and in the
service of the United States Department of Agriculture."
Dr. Elmer Ellsworth Brown, United States Commissioner of
Education before the Association in 1907 stated, "Our colleges of
agriculture and mechanic arts are to prepare young men and
women to read intelligently the literature of scientific agriculture,
to form independent judgments on agricultural matters, and to
bring their knowledge into connection with the real work on the
farm."
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During the period 1912 to 1925 there was a definitely practical
trend to the education offered by these colleges of agriculture. The
idea that these colleges were to provide cultural and disciplinary
training as envisioned by the literary arts colleges of the day was
no longer emphasized. There was no criticism of cultural education. It had its place, but there were other goals and other objectives equally important and if the land grant colleges were to
accomplish the real purposes of the Morrill Act they must inevitably devote their attention to technical education. As time
passed general uniformity and agreement came to be the rule in
the management of these institutions. It is possible to show from
the records and study of the catalogues that the real objectives
of these institutions involved three basic ideas: (1) to train men to
be practical farmers; (2) to train teachers and research workers
in the field of agriculture; and (3) to train men and women for
social, economic and general educational services in the field of
agriculture. These objectives are specific but sufficiently broad to
include the broad field of agriculture and rural affairs. The objectives are more or less permanent in a revolutionary way but
the means may change with the times and with the advancement
of knowledge.
What happened to Mechanic Arts as the colleges of agriculture developed? In the beginning many separate institutions,
founded under the Morrill Act, were officially designated as "Colleges of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts." In those universities and
colleges in which college. of agriculture and mechanic arts were
located, there was organized in the beginning a division in the
university in which both agriculture and mechanic arts were included. As these two types of instruction developed, these divisions were separated and eventually became colleges of agriculture
and engineering.
It is interesting to note that the passage of the Morrill Act
gave great impetus to engineering education. The great industrial
and manufacturing developments in this country • following the
Civil War called for great numbers of trained engineers. Transcontinental railroads, great manufacturing establishments, with the
later developments in electrical and mechanical fields were reflected in the increasing enrollments in engineering schools.
It is not too much to say as we look backward over the
early years of the development of the land grant colleges and
universities that engineering schools were more successful in the
beginning than were the colleges of agriculture. They were fairly
well supported by the state governments although it is to be observed that after the passage of the Morrill acts and amendments
ther~to, Congress has made no further appropriation for engineermg schools. Their important progress and development seems
rather to have been due to the generosity of the states. Very sincere efforts have been made by the Association of Land Grant Col-
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leges and Universities to secure appropriations from Congress for
engineering experiment stations but so far these have been unsuccessful.
The experiment stations established under the Hatch Act of
March 2, 1887, approved by President Grover Cleveland have already been referred to. Time will not permit a detailed discussion
of the functions and purposes of this revolutionary scientific agricultural organization and its aid to education and the farmer.
There have been several federal acts providing funds for experiment stations. The purposes for which the funds may be used
are different in each of these acts, but are obviously intended to
adequately cover the field of agriculture.
The provisions of the first of these, the Hatch Act, were, "That
it shall be the object and duty of said experiment stations to conduct original researches or verify experiments on the physiology
of plants and animals; the diseases to which they are severally subject, with the remedies for the same; the chemical composition
of useful plants at their different stages of growth; the comparative advantages of rotative cropping as pursued under the
varying series of crops ; the capacity of new plants or trees for
acclimation ; the analysis of soil and water; the chemical composition of manures, natural or artificial, with experiments designed to
test the comparative effects on crops of different kinds; the adaptation and value of grasses and forage plants: the composition and
digestibility of the different kinds of food for domestic animals;
the scientific and economic questions involved in the production
of butter and cheese; and such other researches or experiments
bearing directly on the agricultural industry of the United States
as may in each case be deemed advisable, having due regard to
the varying conditions and needs of the respective States and Territories." It is clear from this requirement in the basic experiment station law that it was the intention of Congress to provide
scientific research facilities for making experiments relating to the
then most important agricultural enterprises. It was clearly left
to the administrators in charge to determine in each case "what
particular researches or experiments were essential."
The second act passed was the Adams Act approved March
16, 1906, by President Theodore Roosevelt. In this act Congress
intended that the funds appropriated should be used for similar
purposes to those appropriated under the Hatch Act. It was, however, specifically stated that the funds provided under the Adams
Act were "to be applied only to paying the necessary expenses of
conducting original researches or experiments bearing directly on
the agricultural industry of the United States, having due regard
to the varying conditions and needs of the respective States and
Territories."
Both the Hatch Act and the Adams Act apparently had in
mind researches relating to the solution of problems concerned
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with production. There is no clear warrant in these two acts for
economic or social research . Attempts on the part of certain stations to secure approval of the Federal Office of E xperiment Stations to use the Adams fund for economic research were generally
unsuccessful. As a result of this limitation of the use in the Hatch
and Adams funds and because of the rising interest of the colleges of agriculture in economic and social problems, there was
a general demand for additional appropriatio ns which might be
used for researches in social science. As a result of this agitation,
Congress passed the Purnell Act.
The Purnell Act, approved February 24, 1925, by President
Calvin Coolidge provided the largest federal appropriation in the
history of the agricultural experiment stations. The funds appropriated pursuant to this act as indicated in Section 1 of the bill:
"Shall be applied only to paying the necessary expenses of conducting investigations or making experiments bearing directly on
the production, manufacture, preparation, use, distribution and
marketing of agricultural products and including such scientific
researches as have for their purpose the establishment and maintenance of a permanent and efficient agricultural industry, and such
economic and sociological investigations as have for their purpose
the development and improvement of the rural home and rural
life, and for printing and disseminating the results of said researches." This provision of the Purnell Act suggests the broad
interest of agriculture. It involves not only the economics of agricultural production but research, intended to solve the problems
of rural life and the rural home. The passage of the Purnell Act
must be regarded as a new and advanced attack upon at least
three new lines of scientific endeavor-agricultural economics, rural
sociology, and home economics. Under the provisions of this act,
there has been developed a nationwide interest in the economics
of agriculture, in the essentials of a good life in the open country, and large attention to home economics. Moreover there has
developed a great increase in the national interest in the broad
economic problems of agriculture and in governmental relations to
agriculture. The researches in agricultural ec;:onomics have clearly
demonstrated important and fundamental deficiencies particularly
in the distribution and marketing of farm commodities.
And finally, the Bankhead-Jones Act was approved June 29,
1935, by President Franklin D. Roosevelt. This act provides additional funds for each of the important activities of colleges of agricultur~-college teaching, agricultural research, and agricultural
extens10n. Under the provisions of this Act the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized and directed to conduct research into laws
and principals underlying basic problems of agriculture in its
broa~est aspects as indicated in the previous acts and research
relating to the conservation, development, and use of land and
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water resources for agricultural purposes. "Research authorized
under this section shall be in addition to research provided for
under existing law, but both activities shall be conducted by
such agencies of the Department of Agriculture as the Secretary
may designate or establish." Section 2 of the bill provides that the
Secretary of Agriculture is authorized and directed to encourage
research similar to that authorized under Section 1 to be conducted by agricultural experiment stations established or which
may hereafter be established in pursuance of the Hatch Act providing for experiment stations, as amended and supplemented. It is
therefore significant that the Bankhead-Jones Act provided for research by the Department of Agriculture itself, for an expanding
research program which includes the very broad field of conservation of our natural resources as they are related to agriculture.
"The agricultural experiment station has a broad duty to perform. It is not only to make individual farmers more successful.
It is not, as some thoughtless persons have claimed, 'to make two
blades of grass grow where but one grew before.' Its duty is
much broader and more important. It has the duty and responsibility of insuring the permanency of agriculture as an industry
and the continued well being of rural people. It must accomplish
this purpose in such manner as to also serve the public welfare. If
this can be accomplished-and it can be and is already being
achieved-the agricultural experiment station will justify its national origin and more firmly establish its national destiny."Dean I. B. Mumford (now emeritus 1940) of University of Missouri
who was associated with the land grant college movement for over
fifty years.
The Cooperative Extension Service completes the triad of the
land grant college. The Smith-Lever Act was approved by President Woodrow Wilson on May 8, 1914. With the passage of this
act there came into operation the most revolutionary and most
important educational laws ever enacted by the United States
Congress. As the First Morrill Act instituted a new type of education not included in the public school program so the SmithLever Act recognized government responsibility for adult education to persons beyond the school age. It was a recognition of
the economic and social values of the kind of education being
taught by the colleges of agriculture. The avowed purpose was
education for immediate use on the farms and in the home rather
than the improvement and culture of the individual. Culture and
improvement would certainly follow but it was to be accomplished by a new kind of educational effort. It was to be an education growing out of the experiences and fundamental needs of
rural people, the largest single group in our civilization. Its objective was to improve agriculture, rural life, and the rural home.
Here was a new educational plan . It demanded no admission requirements, gave no college credit, insisted upon no artificial
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standards, had no prerequisites or any of the other conventional
mechanisms of academic procedures. It was based upon the real
needs of the people; it proposed to put knowledge to work. It
grew out of a new general demand.
What then are the real objectives of agricultural extension?
The federal Smith-Lever Act declares the object to be, 'to aid
in diffusing among the people of the United States useful and practical information on subjects relating to agriculture and home
economics and to encourage the application of the same." Presumably Congress had very definitely in mind the extension of
the knowledge discovered by the agricultural experiment stations
and the United States Department of Agriculture. In the beginning the major effort seems to have been to extend such knowledge as would help the farmer to increase his income. This is still
a major objective, but is by no means the sole purpose. The provisions of the Smith-Lever Act are broad enough to include all
information relating to agriculture and home economics. If agriculture is a way of life as well as a business, then the federal
law authorizes the extension of knowledge which has for its purpose the establishment of a permanent and prosperous civilization.
If we accept this interpretation, then we must conclude that the
extension of information relating to community organization, rural
health, rural recreation, and all rural affairs are authorized in the
federal law.
More and more attention is being given to all those factors
in rural life which together insure a good life on the farm. Dr.
Arthur J. Klein in the survey of the land grant colleges listed
the objectives of the agricultural extension service as follows: "To
improve farm earning; to improve standards of living; to improve
social life; to develop leadership; to develop people; to give opportunity to rural boys and girls; to provide vocational training; to
teach cooperation; to improve health and rural life; to maintain soil
fertility."
This suggests a very broad program of work and a wide opportunity for development. Dr. C. B. Smith of the United States
Extension Staff described these objectives in a comprehensive
statement as follows: "Our large task and the chief objective of
extension is increased farm incomes; the building of fine, understanding farm homes; and the development of capable, educated,
cultured rural men and women who can do things."
The real objective of all the activities of the college of agriculture, including the extension service, is the establishment in
~mer_ica of a permanent system of agriculture, carried on by an
mtelhgent, competent people with sufficient income to provide a
good home and a satisfactory social community. The agricultural
ext~~sion_ service, a~ o:1e arm of the college, occupies a strategic
position m accomphshmg these objectives.
Time will not permit a discussion of the details of the legis102

lation governing the extension service. Suffice it to say that
the Smith-Lever Act was the basic legislation which provided
for the extension service and brought into being cooperation of
federal, state, county and farm organizations for the promotion of
extension teaching. The Capper-Ketchum Act approved by President Coolidge on May 22, 1928 provided for salaries of extension
agents and recognize the importance of junior extension work
among boys and girls and suggested further development of home
demonstration work among women. The Bankhead-Jones Act provided for direct appropriation to the states and Hawaii in equal
shares and the remainder of the appropriation to the states and
Hawaii in the proportion that the farm population of each bears
to the total population of the several states. It also specifically
stated that no offset of state money shall be required as in the
other acts.
In the establishment of the land grant colleges the spirit of
the American revolution has been continued in that man is endowed with certain unalienable rights among which are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness; for these ends governments are
instituted among men. The Congress of the United States in expressing the will of the people has passed specific legislation to aid
them in their pursuit of happiness and the safeguard of their
liberties. Briefly the legislation has been of three types:
1.

Funds for College teaching
a. First Morrill Act-1862
b. Second Morrill Act-1890
c. Nelson Amendment-1906
d. Bankhead-Jones Act-1935

2.

Funds for Agricultural Experiment Station
a. The Hatch Act-1887
b. The Adams Act-1906
c. The Purnell Act-1925
d. The Bankhead-Jones Act-1935

3.

Funds for Agricultural and Home Economics Extension
a. Smith-Lever Act-1914
b. Capper-Ketcham Act-1928
c. The Bankhead-Jones Act-1935

The land grant college and university, and particularly the
college of agriculture, has demonstrated beyond all question that
it is possible to educate men and women for successful achievement in rural affairs. Opposed in the beginning by almost the entire educational fraternity and still not accepted into full fellowship with the older disciplines which still insist that liberal culture
is the surest and best preparation for citizenship, these institutions
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have nevertheless held rigidly to their purposes and have really
demonstrated that an education based on the needs of a great
industry is also worthy. There is no question as to the high value
of liberal culture to any man. There is no longer any question
as to the high value of a technical training for a specific vocation or
way of life. Evidence of that fact is the great development in the
present day colleges and universities of special training courses
in engineering, journalism, education, fine arts, and agriculture.
This development is in part due to the successful experiment of
the colleges of agriculture. These colleges of agriculture have developed institutions solidly based on the needs of agriculture and
rural life. They have emphasized utility in education. They have
been a chief influence in democratizing higher education. They
have made a real contribution to higher education in demonstrating to the public generally that a college education is worthwhile
as a preparation for the business of life.
The land grant college of America in filling its purposes and
functions is unique and revolutionary in its accomplishments by:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Its insistence upon democracy in education.
Its close cooperation with a basic industry.
The completeness of its educational program.
Its reliance upon scientific research.
The training of its students to prepare them for specific
and practical service.
Its comprehensive program of adult education of a
kind which is directly usable by the farmer and his
family.
Its direct relationship to government.
Its interest in the common affairs of life.
Its great contribution to the conservation of our natural resources.
Its recognized leadership in the progress, development,
and permanent improvement of the rural population.
Its contribution to the broader purpose of the public
welfare.
Its pioneering in a type of education based on human
needs.
Its making the idea concrete that education can make
a very special contribution to human welfare.
Its making education practical as well as ornamental.
Its making education serve the common man.
Its demonstration that an institution of higher learning can serve directly a wider group than men and
women of college grade.
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REPORT ON
THE THIRD ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF DIRECTORS AND
LEADERS OF AGRICULTURE IN NEGRO LAND -GRANT
COLLEGES AND ASSOCIATED INSTITUTIONS,
OCTOBER 21 -23, 1952, WASHINGTON. D. C.
First Session

The Third Annual Conference of Directors and Leaders of
Agriculture in Negro Land Grant Colleges and Associated Institutions convened in the Federal Security Administration Building
at 9:00 A. M., Tuesday morning, October 21, 1952. The conference
was called to order by Dr. James N. Freeman, Chairman, of Lin coln University, Jefferson City, Missouri, who also presented the
conference setting. The theme of the conference was, "Administering a Program of Agriculture in Negro Land Grant Colleges on
a State, National and International Basis."
Mr. W. N. Elam, agricultural program planning specialist of
the U. S. Office of Education, was then presented and spoke on
the sub ject of, "Implementing the Stewart Report through an
Active Program of Agriculture. "
The address was centered around the five fronts indicated
in the Stewart report to wit:
1. The objectives of the divisions of agriculture in the several colleges as integral parts of the respective institutions.
2. The student groups available for instruction in agriculture.
3. The staff's responsibility for the instruction and the administration of curricula.
4. Courses of study, units of instruction and teaching.
5. The facilities required for realizing the goals of instruction in their several aspects.

Other emphases were placed on the use of specialists from the
State, Inter-State and National levels in implementing programs
of agriculture. The use of contributory services and organizations
was strongly urged. Such services as the experiment stations, cooperative extension and soil conservation were mentioned from
among this group.
The remainder of this morning session was devoted to discussion of ways and means of further implementing the program
of agriculture in colleges for Negroe .
Second Session

Further, discussion of the implications set forth in the Stewart
report along with, progress reports of the several colleges, characterized the second session. This was followed by a "Workshop"
]O(l

based upon the Stewart report and the address delivered by Mr.
Elam. Mr. L. E. Evans of Mississippi was chairman.
The following problems presented themselves for serious consideration by the Conference:
1. Adequate placement of graduated-undergraduate personnel.
In several of the colleges this was found to be a most serious
problem for a number of reasons.

(a) Saturation of positions in the vocational and agricultural
extension leadership fields.
(b) Related to (a) is the decrease in enrollment in curricula
preparing individuals for these leadership fields.
(c) The need for a wider popularization of other basic agricultural fields and the providing of adequate instruction and
instructional facilities attendant there to, i. e., animal husbandry;
pre-veterinary medicine; poultry husbandry; agricultural engineering; agronomy; soil technology; horticulture and its several areas;
and food processing, marketing and distribution.
(d) Tie up with industry in the several states with the respective land-grant colleges for placement opportunities for the undergraduates.
(e) Apprenticeship opportunities in industry are needed.
2. There is a need for more study on the part of the conference and the colleges concerned for finding more sources of agricultural finance for starting undergraduates in agricultural enterprises. This applies at the respective state level for in addition to
Federal finance provisions, local finance sources should be found.
3. Re-examination of existing curricula in agriculture to provide minor group offerings for those majors in educational courses,
who are preparing to serve rural farm areas and who wish to
teach general non-vocational courses in agriculture on an elementary or secondary level.
4. Need for greater use of outside agricultural agencies at
this conference is indicated.
Much progress over the year was indicated in a majority of
the seventeen membership states in the field of research and in
physical facility:
1. Research on a state and federal sub-station level are firmly
entrenched at:
(a) Prairie View A. & M. College, Texas, with a climatological data station; agronomy, swine and beef cattle experimental
replications and units.
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(b) Southern University (Louisiana) Agricultural Economics
experimentation under the Production and Marketing Acts. Further expansion indicated.
(c) Alcorn College (Mississippi). No established sub-station
but cooperative research under the Production Marketing Act carried on and one unit completed in cooperation with the State
College, Mississippi.
(d) Virginia State College (Virginia) sub-station well established with emphases on garden crops and pomology.
(e) Lincoln University (Missouri) had the offer by Missouri
University extended to it t o do cooperative research but, has not
as yet availed itself of the opportunity. Such a program may be
implemented during the year 1953.
2.

Physical Facility and Instruction :

(a) Prairie View A. & M. College (Texas) New agricultural
building containing auditorium, adequate classrooms, specialized
laboratories, adequate office space for all personnel, dairy processing, full scale meat laboratory and abattoir and very adequate cold
storage facilities.
(b) Arkansas A. M. & N. College. New agricultural building
containing most of the appointments indicated in (a).
(c) Virginia State College. A most adequate agricultural
building in process of construction.
(d) South Carolina State College. Same as (c).
(e) Tennessee A. & I. University. A $50,000 Tennessee Walking horse barn constructed along with the installation of n ew
dairy processing equipment. A program of animal breeding is
strongly entrenched.
(f) West Virginia State College . A new farm to be used for
experimental purposes.
(g) Lincoln University (Missouri). N ew $30,000 greenhouse;
installation of five horse-power motor driven deep well pump
with pipe laterals extending in the several directions for as much
as a quarter of a mile ; the completion of two utility houses on
two of the three farms; the construction of a modern farm home
and construction of a new poultry laying h ouse is in progress. In
addition, $20,000 worth of new farm equipment was secured under
lease agreements with "The John Deere and International Harv ester Companies."
Improvem ent of instruction is noted in m ost of the colleges.
Outstanding is Florida A . & M. College which instituted special
curricula in agriculture. This n ecessitated a change to highly
specialized personnel.
The second session adjourned at 4:30 P. M.
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Third and Fourth Sessions
The Third and Fourth Sessions of October 22, 1952 were joint
ones with the "Conference of Presidents in Negro Land Grant
Colleges," as these two conferen~es met concurrently.
The third or morning session featured an address by the Assistant Secretary of Agriculture-U. S. D. A. (See Conference of
Presidents report). This was followed by a symposium and a
discussion on "Services and Resources Available to Land Grant
Colleges." Representatives of Government agencies discussing the
subject were drawn from:
(a) Office of Foreign Agricultural Relations
(b) U. S. Departmei:it of Agriculture
(c) U. S. Office of Defense

,

The third session adjourned at 12:30 P. M. at which time "The
Conference of P residents" was host to the agricultural directors
and leaders. The Conference provided bus transportation to and
from the Beltsville U. S. D. A. agricultural experiment station.
Lunch at Beltsville preceded what constituted the fourth session, a visit and instruction at the experiment station.
Instruction in the worki ngs and purposes of the station were
given at the administration building of the experiment station. A
tour by the joint group to the following areas of agricultural experimentation was made.
(a) Swine breeding-Crossing of the Landrace imported
breed of swine from Denmark with the Poland China breed common in the United States.
The idea was to get an individual with a longer middle, along
with more economic meat cuts, and at the same time preserve
quality of flesh; this to be accomplished with regard to feed and
management costs.
(b) Beef cattle breeding-Crossing of the Brahma (imported
from India) on pure bred lines of beef cattle common in the
United States. The resulting cross with Angus native stock is
known as a "Brangus," that with native Hereford is known as a
Bramford.
There again the heat and disease resisting quality of Brahma
is to be crossed with the high qualities of breeds common in the
United States.
(c) Broiler Production-Crossing the Game breed of chickens
with general purpose breeds such as the "Hampshire" or silver
laced "Wyandotte," preserving fec undity on the one hand and producing a broiler with a higher percentage of meat to carcass, on
the other. The demands of cc, nomic production and the desires of
the public are a lso basic.
(d) Dairy cows-Higher milk production and butter fat production by milking more than two times in twenty hours. In addi109

tion milk production using various kinds of feeds were backed up
by breeding experiments. Economy of operation was always in
the background.
(e) Experiments with the silage preserving qualities of metal
silos, their use in relation to time and economical carriers for dispensing and handling silage were under experimentation.
The joint group regretfully did not see all of the experimental
areas, as buses returned the joint groups to Carver Hall at 4:45
P. M. thus ending the fourth session. This was much to the sincere
regret of both the Presidents and the Leaders of agriculture.
F ifth Session

On the morning of October 23rd, Mr. Madison Broadnax,
Chairman of the fifth session and responsible for that section of the
program, assumed his role following the election of officers for
1953, which was held under the guidance of the General Chairman, J. N. Freeman.
The following officers were elected:
1.

2.
3.

W. E. Reed-Dean of School of Agriculture, A. & T. College, N. C.-Chairman
P. J. Manly-Director of Agriculture-Secretary, Kentucky
State College
J. N. Freeman-Head Department of Agriculture-Advisory Board, Lincoln University (Missouri)

The make up of the committees for 1953 are not clearly indicated as of this reporting.
The fifth session was otherwise devoted to the most serious
and pressing problems of International Relationships, shortages of
metals needed in the economy of the United States and foreign
sources of supply. Further, it was noted that there are 96 metals
used in the American economy with only 38 being produced
bountifully if at all in the United States and/or its territories.
Threatened shortages of iron ore necessary for farm machinery may be critical in the near future. One foreign source available to replace our dwindling supplies in the Great Lakes regionis Liberia.
We must therefore build our friendship with such a nation
or with nations. Other high points of this session are abstracted
as follows:
1. The United States has delayed too long, but not too late,
its program of goodwill and fellowship among foreign nations.
2. There is a critical shortage of technically-trained men in
agriculture and industry for foreign service.
3. Foreign nations don't want gifts of food and money from
the United States as much as they want a rebirth and implementation of international trade.
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4. We must keep a reserve of technically trained personnel
for our mutual security.
5. Much international cooperation has been carried on between the United States and Liberia. At first, the United States
took a paternal attitude towards Liberia and her problems. This
procedure indicated program failure. With the new T. C. A. program-a program of business ethics and cooperation. both the
United States and Liberia benefit.
6. We need a program of international diplomacy based on
the teachings of God and through doing and sharing our goods
and knowledge with others.
The points indicated above were made by the speakers listed
and titled as follows:
Address-Dr. Stanley Andrews, Administrator Technical Cooperation Administration, Department of State.
Training Program of TGA-Dr. Frank E. Sorenson, Director
Education and Technical Training Staff TGA, Department
of State.
The Mutual Security Program- Dr. J. Russel Andrus, Education Adv. Office of the Asst. Director of the Far East, Department of State.
Education and the Liberian Technical Cooperation ProgramE. Reed Hill, Chief Liberia Branch Technical Cooperation
Administration, Department of State.
African Program-Oscar W. Meier, Director African Operations, Technical Cooperation Program, Department of
State.
Discussions.
The chairman, Mr. Broadnax, was complimented for so satisfactorily organizing this section of the program.
It was announced that the sixth session would be a formal
gathering of the Presidents, the leaders and friends, at the office
of Dean Acheson, Secretary of State in the Department of State
Building, to witness the induction of President John W. Davis by
oath as consultant to Liberia.
This curtailed the planned program which was a workshop
with the Department of State representatives indicated on the
program above.
The general chairman adjourned the session at 12: 30 P. M.
Closing Activities

The Directors and Leaders of Agriculture joined with the
Presidents of the Conference at 2 :00 P. M. in the quarters of the
Secretary of State in paying homage to President John W. Davis,
on leave from West Virginia State College.
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The "Oath of Office" as consultant to Liberia under the ECA
program, was impressively administered by the assistant secretary
to Dean Acheson. A reception followed. The third conference of
Directors and Leaders adjourned immediately thereafter at 3:15
P. M. October 23, 1952.
Attendance by Conferees

Arkansas (Pine Bluff) A. & M. College ............... S. A. Haley
Florida (Tallahassee) A. & M . College .............. . C. E. Walker
Kentucky (Frankfort) State College ..... . .... . ...... P . J. Manly
Louisiana (Baton Rouge) Southern University .. . ...... J. W. Fisher
Maryland (Princess Anne) State College ......... Claud C. Marion
Maryland (Seat Pleasant) Box 3303 ... . ...... . ...... M. G . Bailey
Mississippi (Alcorn) Alcorn A. & M. College ...... . .... L. E. Evans
Missouri (Jefferson City) Lincoln University .. . .... J. N. Freeman
North Carolina (Greensboro) A. & T. College .......... W. E. Reed
South Carolina (Orangeburg) State College . . ........ F. M. Staley
Tuskegee Institute (Tuskegee, Alabama) .......... . .... L . A. Potts
Virginia (Petersburg) State College ................. J. L. Lockett
West Virginia (Institute) State College ...... . . Madison Broadnax
U. S. D. A. (Bureau of Information) .............. Sherman Briscoe
U. S. Office of Education-Agriculture ... . ...... . .. . .. . W. N. Elam
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1.

R ecom m endation
It i · respectfully recommended that the executive committee
of the Conference of Presidents grant permission to the Conference of Agriculture Directors and Leaders that its fourth conference may again meet concurrently with that of the Presidents.
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